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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Dr. Peter McCullough has an impressive list of credentials  — he’s an internist, cardiologist,

epidemiologist and a full professor of medicine at Texas A&M College of Medicine in Dallas and

is the editor of two medical journals and published hundreds of studies in the literature. He’s also

among those brave and courageous persons speaking out about the dangers of COVID-19 jabs,

and putting his medical license and future livelihood at risk by so doing.

“There’s a hunting that’s going on here that’s very disturbing,” McCullough said in an episode of

Perspectives on the Pandemic.  He was referring to state medical boards hunting down doctors

and their and threatening revocation of their licenses based on the spreading of unidentiQed

“misinformation.”

“This is absolutely astonishing that this is happening over a fair exchange of ideas,” he said. What

is Dr. McCullough sharing that the powers that be don’t want you to hear? It’s about COVID-19

injections and, to sum it up in a sentence, “It’s not working and it’s causing tremendous damage.”

COVID Jab E4cacy and Safety Overstated From the Start

In the U.S., Operation Warp Speed is the federal effort that fast-tracked COVID-19 jab candidates

to market. Gene transfer technology platforms emerged as the frontrunners, including adenoviral

DNA platforms or messenger RNA (mRNA) platforms designed to deliver genetic material to the

human body.

Once the mRNA is injected, the body then takes up the genetic material and changes in some

way. These technologies have been under study for years, in most cases being designed to

replace a defective gene, which could potentially be used for cancer treatment, for example.

Except historically, “all failed,” McCullough said.

In November 2020, however, PQzer, in a joint venture with Germany-based BioNTech, announced

that their mRNA-based injection was “more than 90% effective” in a Phase 3 trial.  This does not

mean that 90% of people who get injected will be protected from COVID-19, though, as it’s based

on relative risk reduction (RRR).

The absolute risk reduction (ARR) for the jab is less than 1%. “Although the RRR considers only

participants who could beneQt from the jab, the absolute risk reduction (ARR), which is the

difference between attack rates with and without a jab, considers the whole population. ARRs

tend to be ignored because they give a much less impressive effect size than RRRs,” researchers

wrote in The Lancet Microbe in April 2021.

Nonetheless, the jabs received emergency use authorization. By giving the emergency

authorization, not approval, the jab administration constituted a research trial, with the sponsors

being the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Food and Drug Administration.

According to McCullough:

“We’ve never had two government bodies together be a sponsor of a major research

program. Shockingly, they did not have, and to this day they’ve never put together, an

external critical event committee, an external data safety monitoring board or a human

ethics committee. They had these committees in the registrational trials … and these are

standard.

Every large clinical investigation has these three committees … I chair many of these

committees for pharmaceutical companies and the National Institutes of Health.

Americans should have had at least weekly, if not monthly, reviews of safety to ensure

Americans that the jabs are safe.”

By March 2021, McCullough Was Worried

Initially, McCullough said, it seemed like the experimental jabs might be safe, and about 70% of

his patients had received one by December 2020. But by March 2021, he was uncomfortable with

what he was seeing. From December 14, 2020, through March 8, 2021, more than 92 million

doses of COVID-19 jabs were administered in the U.S.

He cited data from the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) database, which

showed that during that time, there were 1,637 reports of death in people who had received a

COVID-19 jab. The CDC and FDA said none of them was related to the jab but, according to

McCullough, by January 22, 2021, 186 deaths had been reported — more than enough to reach

the mortality signal of concern to stop the program.

“With a program this size, anything over 150 deaths would be an alarm signal,” he said. The U.S.

“hit 186 deaths with only 27 million Americans jabbed.” McCullough believes if the proper safety

boards had been in place, the COVID-19 jab program would have been shut down in February

based on safety and risk of death.

Such was the case in 1976, when a fast-tracked injection program against swine iu was halted

after an estimated 25 to 32 deaths.  Yet, despite a much larger death toll, COVID-19 jabs

continues. As of August 6, 2021, VAERS COVID-19 data showed 12,791 deaths related to the

jabs, according to McCullough, and tens of thousands of hospital and clinic visits.

In an analysis of COVID-19 vaccine death reports from VAERS, researchers found that 86% of the

time, nothing else could have caused the death, and it appears the vaccine was the cause.

The researchers noted, “The sample contains only people jabbed early in the program, and hence

is made up primarily of those who are elderly or with signiQcant health conditions. Despite this,

there were only 14% of the cases for which a COVID injection reaction could be ruled out as a

contributing factor in their death.”

Further research shows, McCullough stated, and this is a very important point that I want you to

understand and remember: that 50% of the deaths occurred within 48 hours of getting the shot,

while 80% occurred within a week. An informal survey on Twitter, to which 10,000 people

responded, also asked whether respondents knew someone who died after a COVID-19 jab.

Twelve percent said they did. “When people see others in their circle dying, you can’t stop that

type of organic COVID jab hesitancy,” McCullough said. Other conQrmed adverse effects of the

COVID jabs include myocarditis and blood clots.

An Incredible Violation of Human Ethics

Your body recognizes the spike protein in COVID-19 jabs as foreign, so it begins to manufacture

antibodies to protect you against COVID-19, or so the theory goes. But there’s a problem. The

spike protein itself is dangerous and known to circulate in your body at least for weeks and more

likely months  — perhaps much longer — after the COVID jab.

In your cells, the spike protein damages blood vessels and can lead to the development of blood

clots.  It can go into your brain, adrenal glands, ovaries, heart, skeletal muscles and nerves,

causing iniammation, scarring and damage in organs over time.

In his practice, McCullough is seeing an array of neurologic syndromes in people who’ve been

injected, with symptoms including blindness, paralysis, dikculty swallowing, headaches, ringing

in the ears, myocarditis and more. Other research suggests that the heart, brain, immunologic

system and hematologic system may be most at risk from the jabs.

Children, who are at extremely low risk from COVID-19, receive no beneQt from the jab, nor do

those who have already had COVID and have immunity, McCullough said, calling the situation “a

catastrophe in real time” that’s violating human ethics:

“We’ve seen an incredible violation of human ethics. No one, for an investigational

product, under any circumstances, should receive any pressure, coercion or threat of

reprisal for not participating in the research.”

The PQzer-BioNTech COVID-19 jab received FDA approval on August 23, 2021, but prior to this,

million-dollar rales, free tuition, bonuses and other bribes like free beer and doughnuts were

offered to entice people to get injected. When that didn’t work, mandates increased, including for

many health care workers, and hundreds of U.S. colleges  are also requiring students to get

jabbed in order to attend.

Vaccinated People Are Getting COVID Anyway

Media reports keep referring to the pandemic as a crisis of the unvaccinated, which is simply

inaccurate, since COVID-19 continues to affect and spread among those who have been

vaccinated. July 30, 2021, the CDC’s Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) posted

online details of an outbreak of COVID-19 that occurred in Barnstable County, Massachusetts —

74% of the cases occurred in fully vaccinated people.

So-called “breakthrough infections,” which used to be known as vaccine failures, were reported

by the CDC far earlier, though, including in their May 28, 2021, MMWR, which documented 10,262

breakthrough infections reported January 1 to April 23, 2021, across 46 states.

This, they believed, was “likely a substantial undercount,” but rather than continuing to assess the

situation, they stopped monitoring most COVID-9 infections among vaccinated people:

“Beginning May 1, 2021, CDC transitioned from monitoring all reported COVID-19 vaccine

breakthrough infections to investigating only those among patients who are hospitalized

or die, thereby focusing on the cases of highest clinical and public health signiTcance.”

McCullough also mentions antigenic, or immune, escape. If you put a living organism like

bacteria or viruses under pressure, via antibiotics, antibodies or chemotherapeutics, for example,

but don’t kill them off completely, you can inadvertently encourage their mutation into more

virulent strains. Those that escape your immune system end up surviving and selecting

mutations to ensure their further survival.

COVID-19 has a high capacity for mutation but, if the virus isn’t under pressure, it won’t

necessarily see a need to select mutations to, for instance, become more infectious. But if you

put it under pressure, as is occurring during the mass vaccination campaign, this may change.

McCullough stated:

“If we keep this up with the injections, there is going to be one variant after another …

We’re playing with Tre here with this mass vaccination … My interpretation as an internist

and cardiologist — I’m a trained epidemiologist, I’ve literally done a year of intense COVID

research and training — I’m going to tell you, I think this Delta outbreak that we have right

now is the product of mass vaccination.

If we didn’t have the jab, we would have been better off. We had already treated this down

to a very acceptable level.”

How to Break Through the Trance

McCullough believes many health care providers and the U.S. public are in a vaccination trance. It

deQes logic and commonsense how public okcials and hospital executives can see the vaccines

failing to work, can see the rising cases of adverse effects and deaths, and yet increasingly issue

vaccine mandates or recommend the vaccine to groups for which it clearly shouldn’t be, like

pregnant women. McCullough likens it to a form of psychosis or a group neurosis.

The U.S. public, however, has seen so much fear, hospitalization and death during the pandemic

that they may have been prepared to accept casualties associated with the vaccines. Still, a

sizable number of Americans aren’t being fooled.

“We’re at this pressure point, and I think right now, in talking to American people in my circles,

they’re ready to take a time out,” McCullough said. If it means taking a sabbatical from work or

delaying school for a year, many Americans are willing to do it to avoid getting vaccinated. “The

only way to stay healthy right now is to stay away from this vaccine. If you get COVID-19, get to

one of these treatment networks and get immunity on the other side.”

McCullough is a proponent of early treatment of COVID-19 and believes treatment options have

been suppressed to allow for mass vaccination:

“I think we’ve completely suppressed any form of treatment or help to people in order to

promote the vaccine. Now the vaccine doesn’t work completely and it’s, frankly,

dangerous. We’re down to almost one message: Take the jab or else … It’s the scariest

time to be an American, and thank goodness half of Americans didn’t take it.

We’re going to have to see what this is going to look like. I think the next month or so is

going to be incredibly interesting and it’s going to be ominous.”

McCullough believes that eventually people will break out of the jab trance and realize that the

answer isn’t these injections, while the handling of the pandemic, including mass jabs, will

become a course in violation of human ethics and the Nuremberg code. With fear, isolation,

hospitalizations and deaths still occurring, however, it may take years before the fog is lifted.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of

thousands of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-

selling book on Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,362 ratings

ORDER NOW
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1. Unvaccinated Americans, biden's patience with you is wearing thin: www.youtube.com/watch    2. “Both the Constitution and the Bill

of Rights have been labeled by the National Archives with an alert, telling readers that they are about to read something ‘harmful’.”

www.activistpost.com/2021/09/peak-2021-us-govt-labels-the-constitution..   3. Anyone still doubt that people are in a trance?  The

country claiming to be the guardian of liberty is slipping away with barely a whimper… so far.
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Hi, David, you deQne the US situation very well. Biden is establishing a fascist state, they are the strategies of a tyrant. BIDEN TO

LAY OUT 6-PRONG PLAN FOR MORE COVID VACCINE MANDATES AND RESTRICTIONS TARGETING UNVACCINATED. President

Biden is expected to announce today he will impose new vaccination mandates as part of a plan to “return to normal.” When

asked if the plan would have an immediate and broad effect on Americans, the White House told reporters: “It depends on if

you’re vaccinated or not.” A White House okcial said the six pillars Biden will discuss include: 1. Vaccinating the unvaccinated; 2.

Furthering protection for the vaccinated; 3. schools safely open; 4. Increasing testing and requiring masking; 5. Protecting our

economic recovery; 6. Improving care for those with COVID

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-plan-covid-mandates-restrict..  (09/09/21)
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The CDC is Biden's right-hand man and continues his mandates by adopting them to promote vaccines. According to Big League

Politics: On September 1st, 2021 the United States Center for Disease Control (CDC) updated its website’s deQnition of the word

“vaccination,” replacing the word “immunity” with “protection.” ... “Vaccination: The act of introducing a vaccine into the body to

produce immunity to a speciQc disease.” — Prior to Sept. 1. → “Vaccination: The act of introducing a vaccine into the body to

produce protection from a speciQc disease.” — After Sept. 1.

One such post was shared on Instagram by conservative political commentator Kangmin Lee, known as

@koreanchristianconservative on Instagram. “We’re living in 1984.” Lee writes. “They keep shifting the goalpost, lying to us, and

redeQning terms. They did this with herd immunity, anti-vax, and now the deQnition of vaccination itself from immunity to

“protection”, which is such a broad, vague term. And of course, this is all by design. Wake up America.” ... “Stop trusting these

public health bureaucrats,” Lee wrote in another comment on his post.

bigleaguepolitics.com/orwellian-cdc-changes-deQnition-of-vaccination-..   (Sep 8, 2021)
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I see that doctors - in general - do not assume that it was never a vaccination plan to save anyone's lives, but rather meticulously

arranged actions for the purpose of depopulating the planet. I see that the inertia of custom prevents us from seeing a totally

new situation, in which their own functions as doctors are displaced, and are being used for the purposes of the globalists. But

they continue with their statistics, as if it were not like that, when everything is sukciently proven. But the task is already

another: RESIST BY DISOBEYING. And it is imperative to take care of it, from the Qne task of making people understand that they

are in danger and no one is going to save them if they do not defend themselves ekciently. There is talk in the world about the

validity of laws, national constitutions, peaceful means, claims, marches and mobilizations ...

Is he considering asking the tyrant to review his behavior? Power has been usurped de facto, and it is being ruled by decree of a

global tyranny that mocks everyone! What part is not understood? For example, Qrst thing in the morning today, this came via

email: www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/civil-unrest/civil-unrest-in-eur..  ~

www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/rule-of-law/biden-takes-..  What happens in Australia does not need to be

written here.

Yesterday, a testimony of a commentator (arthur) in the article entitled "IBM Set to Develop Vaccine Passports With Moderna"

has managed to move me by his testimony where among other things he says: " When enforcers of mask mandates, vaccine

mandates, and other violations of your rights to self ownership and personal liberty confront you and lay hands on you, you Qght

them to the death by whatever means you can get your hands on. You use deadly force in rightful self-defense.  True, they will

overpower you and murder you; however, they will have your dead body, but not your obedience..."
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Biden also mentioned more contact tracing. i'm sure that will come into play. This is one of the most gut-wrenching running

analysis I have heard. I'm with this guy: it's PURE EVIL. www.bitchute.com/.../h2zb1cAPVdbU
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Linking with detailed information from Dr. Mercola, cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough states that the mass forced vaccination of

Americans will be considered one of the deadliest and costly medical errors in history. Citing data from the US Vaccine Adverse

Event Reporting System (VAERS) and from Israel and Britain, where COVID cases are multiplying among those vaccinated,

McCullough, who is editor-in-chief of two medical journals and author of more than 600 peer-reviewed studies. , including 46

dedicated to COVID-19, he said he is "deeply concerned" about the future of the United States.

The media have highlighted that the most serious new cases have occurred among the unvaccinated, but have failed to report

that the majority (more than 80 percent) of new cases reported by Israel's Ministry of Health are among vaccinated people. "It

basically shows that vaccines are failing." Vaccinated people can acquire and transmit the pandemic coronavirus and become

COVID-19 and die from it. "Fully vaccinated people pass it on to each other," McCullough said. "Americans do not receive

information about this. It is basically impossible for them to navigate this vaccination decision. They just say, 'Take the vaccine,

and it doesn't matter which one.' www.lifesitenews.com/news/doctor-covid-vaccination-program-most-deadly..  

In a lengthy interview with Fox Nation's Tucker Carlson show "Tucker Carlson Today" the National Institutes of Health issued a

guide advising physicians not to treat COVID -19 until a patient needs oxygen. "This document will go down in history as the

most nihilistic medical guide Americans experience," said McCullough, deputy director of internal medicine at Baylor University

Medical Center in Dallas. rumble.com/vgse6t-full-interview-45-min-peter-mccullough-md-mph-and-tu..
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Perspectives on the Pandemic With Dr. Peter McCullough
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Dr. Peter McCullough is an internist, cardiologist and epidemiologist who warns that COVID-19 vaccines not only are failing but are putting

lives at risk

)

McCullough believes if the proper safety boards had been in place, the COVID-19 vaccine program would have been shut down in February

2021 based on safety and risk of death

)

By January 22, 2021, 186 deaths had been reported after COVID-19 vaccination — more than enough to reach the mortality signal of

concern

)

In his practice, McCullough is seeing an array of neurologic syndromes in people who’ve been vaccinated, with symptoms including

blindness, paralysis, dikculty swallowing, headaches, ringing in the ears, myocarditis and more

)

McCullough also mentions antigenic, or immune, escape, which he believes is driving the creation of COVID-19 variants and making the

pandemic worse instead of better

)
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Speaking of trance, Professors Mattias Desmet dissects the subject in "The Psychology of Authoritarianism" with Reiner

Fuellmich and Wolfgang Wodarg. www.bitchute.com/.../r9nhaZ7ePn2P  A transcript of the interview:

ratical.org/PandemicParallaxView/EyeOfTheStorm-ProfMattiasDesmet.html  "The Covid narrative is mass hypnosis" is also

interesting. odysee.com/.../mattias-desmet:6  I have ordered a few books mentioned in the interviews, by Hannah Arendt and

Gustave Le Bon and look forward to reading them.
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Yup, me thinks there's quite a large portion of the population that authoritarianism won't work on.  For many, it's a trigger to Qght

like hell.  And for many of us, our patience is wearing thin at being told what to do when they aren't even looking at all the ways to

solve this.   UGH.  Biden's either really stupid -or- being lied to, and believing it, again, makes him really stupid ... oops, then

there's being bought off by Gates, and we know how Gates loves to buy people.

I have to go to your link about the Bill of Rights and Constitution... I don't know, do I want to read something harmful?  Like the

concept of freedom?  What is freedom?  It's not in this country, Americans are moving to live behind the iron curtain gladly

accepting censorship, being spied on, experimental foods, vaccines, shots, toxic treatments, drugs, pills to stop the mind from

thinking... footsteps forward to walk over a cliff with their next covid booster or iu and booster in one - and then the new mRNA

RSV shot to help those with their weakened immune systems (because a shot can help your weakened immune system?)  It's

heartbreaking ... I hope AFD and CHD and the people we stand with... I hope we all can make a dent in this peculiar time of one

narrative, one agenda.
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Well, well, well. Here we are. Can you hear the sound of Jack Boots drumming in their march to Qnd you? For a guy, Doc, who is

supposedly peddling nothing but misinformation...he is right again. Ever growing mandates. He's been right over & again, but

nary a whisper, just repeated Bull Spit by apparently ventriloquist dummy's, talking heads with talking points pushing shovel's full

of Fear.

Here locally we have courageous nurses & healthcare staff speaking out & protesting supporting the right of their brothers &

sisters who do not want any of the many Jab's. Some of those protesting relented or were comfortable to get a jab, yet support &

understand mandates, experimental potions are not to be forced on everyone. They point out how through their circles of direct

contact concerns how a Jab may affect their pregnancy or ability to get pregnant. (Gates is so pleased, less Qlthy mudbloods.)

They point out there is no data for long term side affects, plus more. All prayers & support for their messages to get through.

We have at least two local elected okcial's who have spoke out against mandates to express this is just not the way to go. There

is nary a whisper about how deadly one of the many Jabs with more to come, can be for those who have had the virus & actual

natural immunity most likely stronger than any traditional vaccine, let alone this disease manufacturing potion, apparently

designed to create evermore dis-ease.

Nary a whisper how Doc & others despite suffering all the slings & arrows exposing all the Bull Spit early on of what is the

authorities Misinformation Campaign. Despite their wrongs, only they have the answers. Another chestnut.  Berkshire Hathaway

is up here in the boonies. Who? Berkshire Hathaway "controled" by Warren Buffet a Gates cohort. Wonderful, eh? No doubt

buying up land so as to lock out homesteaders & communities here from creating the Foundations to a Healthy Garden. I would

only add this is a global power structures plan. -cont-
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The lines between the global banking system, corporations & other nations becomes evermore blurred. Biden, Trump, GOP, Dem's

are either owned or herded around where this Power Structure pushes them. Some are aware, many are not.
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Darzoum, read your comment late last night. I doubt the authorities are in a trance, as the need for and planning for ongoing

safety boards were outlined well before these shots started to roll out. Rather some Pharma/Qnancial/Military-Banking Complex

interference has been causing egregious executive missteps at all levels of roll-out. Remember how FEMA consistently

screwed-up after Hurricane Katrina? now 15 years later, look at "Health" agencies in action: 1) Is the following willful ignorance?

2) Is this purposeful destruction of lives? 3) Is this yet another sign of incompetence? (least likely) 4) Or an admission of guilt (by

omission) that "one never wants to vaccinate (shoot/jab) during the midst of a pandemic with a leaky shot"?

Taken from the McCullough comments in above article: “We’ve never had two government bodies together be a sponsor of a

major research program. Shockingly, they did not have, and to this day they’ve never put together, an external critical event

committee, an external data safety monitoring board or a human ethics committee. They had these committees in the

registrational trials … and these are standard. Every large clinical investigation has these three committees … I chair many of

these committees for pharmaceutical companies and the National Institutes of Health. Americans should have had at least

weekly, if not monthly, reviews of safety to ensure Americans that the jabs are safe.”
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Hi, David. I still say that this is the biggest hoax/false iag of all time and I stand my ground! On the topic of "ethics", which seems

to have almost completely disappeared...I know that you've seen the following video from Canada; although there will be many

who haven't. This clip is short and very powerful! The people who have orchestrated this Medical/Techno Tyranny, are pure evil -

monsters, who have no soul! BTW: they can "Take this jab and shove it"! In fact; people everywhere should be singing the song;

"Take this jab and shove it - I won't work here anymore!". I wonder, how many will 'get' the reference.

rumble.com/vm8glv-ethics-professor-threatened-with-dismissal-for-refus..
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Even the nasal swab Covid testing is injuring people according to AuntMinnie.com (Radiologist's newsletter):

www.auntminnie.com/index.aspx?sec=sup&sub=cto&pag=dis&Item..
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America was established as a Constitutional Republic meaning that all states that voluntarily joined the republic maintain not

only their sovereignty but also their legal authority over their citizens codiQed by the Enumeration Clause of the Constitution. We

now have am "alleged president" who thinks he has the authority to overrule the governors of these sovereign states.  Can a

laboratory manipulated (gain-of-function) virus okcially named SARS-Cov2 be called a completely new virus for the purpose of a

politically motivated criminal conspiracy ?  This is my question because Covid-19 has never been okcially isolated as an actual

virus; novel or otherwise.  The connection between SARS-Cov2  and what is being called Covid-19 is known. The Delta variant is

okcially and scientiQcally named SARS-CoV-2 B.1.617.2 (Delta) Variant making my opinion that Covid-19 is a politically

motivated criminal conspiracy hoax most probably correct.  

There is no effective vaccine against SARS-Cov2, important note I say vaccine not "gene-therapy,  but the fatality rate for

SARS-Cov2 is .02% meaning the recovery rate is 99.98%. Covid-19 gene therapy is a population decreasing plan to alter the

human DNA structure to damage the humane immune system and most importantly damage the human reproductive system

which was reported early on when the "shot" of experimental poison began. Many cases of pregnancy miscarriage due directly to

the "shot".  This is Bill Gates' wet dream. It should also be his pathway to execution as a mass murderer and enemy of mankind.
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We know where all the fake democrats stand; the fake media keeps reminding us. Here's what a Real Democrat has to say: A

Message From Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. One Year After the Historic Rally in Berlin: “It’s Time For (peaceful) Civil Disobedience!”

childrenshealthdefense.eu/covid-19/a-special-message-from-robert-f-ken..
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Everyone needs to see the Rumble video posted by Randyfast.  Very powerful.  It’s getting “real”.
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Thanks for pointing to my link, Dan. It is very important. This tyranny is happening globally! I have a comment on those idiotic,

useless and dangerous face diapers - especially on the little children! The majority of those masks are coming from China (and

we all know how much they care for humanity) and they are full of toxic materials; chemicals, including graphene oxide. Here's

the thing...people/children are breathing in those nano particles - into their lungs. The point is: Respiratory Illness! Those masks

are causing all kinds of lung damage - and I don't need a PHd to tell me that! Don't think for one second that the perpetrators of

these Crimes Against Humanity, aren't aware of this. BTW: There are probably more than a billion masks, now littering the planet!

I don't recall hearing anything about that, in the lamestream media.
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BIDEN PLANS TO REQUIRE VACCINES OR WEEKLY TESTING FOR 80 MILLION PRIVATE-SECTOR WORKERS. President Joe Biden

will direct the Department of Labor to develop a rule that companies with more than 100 employees will require vaccinations or

once-per-week testing for their workers, potentially affecting tens of millions of U.S. private-sector employees, according to the

White House.The administration’s rule will require that “all employers with 100 or more employees to ensure their workforce is

fully vaccinated or require any workers who remain unvaccinated to produce a negative test result on at least a weekly basis

before coming to work,” which will affect more than 80 million workers in the private sector.

Hospital workers with Service Employee International Union 1199 held a rally in July to oppose a mandate imposed by New

York-Presbyterian Hospital in Manhattan. FireQghter and police unions from Chicago to Newark, New Jersey, are also opposing

mandates. The plan has received widespread criticism from Republicans and conservatives who said that it’s tantamount to

federal overreach. “My legal team is standing by ready to Qle our lawsuit the minute [Biden] Qles his unconstitutional rule. This

gross example of federal intrusion will not stand,” South Dakota Gov. Kristi Noem wrote on Twitter.

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_breakingnews/biden-plans-covid-19-vaccine-ma..
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What does one need to know about politics? In some ways, Albert Jay Nock has summed it all up in this astonishing book Our

Enemy the State, the iniuence of which has grown every year since its publication. Albert Jay Nock was a prominent essayist at

the height of the New Deal. In 1935, hardly any public intellectuals were making much sense at all. They pushed socialism. They

pushed fascism. Everyone had a plan. Hardly anyone considered the possibility that the state was not Qxing society but

destroying it bit by bit.

And so Albert Jay Nock came forward to write what needed to be written. And he ended up penning a classic of American

political commentary, one that absolutely must be read by every student of economics and government, Our Enemy the State.

Consider his opening two paragraphs: If we look beneath the surface of our public affairs, we can discern one fundamental fact,

namely: a great redistribution of power between society and the State. This is the fact that interests the student of civilization.

He has only a secondary or derived interest in matters like price-Qxing, wage-Qxing, iniation, political banking, "agricultural

adjustment," and similar items of State policy that Qll the pages of newspapers and the mouths of publicists and politicians.

All these can be run up under one head. They have an immediate and temporary importance, and for this reason they monopolize

public attention, but they all come to the same thing; which is, an increase of State power and a corresponding decrease of social

power. It is unfortunately none too well understood that, just as the State has no money of its own, so it has no power of its own.

All the power it has is what society gives it, plus what it conQscates from time to time on one pretext or another; there is no other

source from which State power can be drawn. www.amazon.com/.../1502585634
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Darzoum - the kind of censorship that Dr. McCullough & so many of his like-minded peers are experiencing in this country is also

happening in many others countries, as you know.  Here is one account from a French professor (Christian

Perronne)...www.lifesitenews.com/news/covid-19-jabs-arent-really-vaccines-leading-..
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Guillermo, yes… just suggesting a minor adjustment in the language: I don’t really believe “Biden is establishing a fascist state.”

 biden is just a Qgurehead; something is establishing a fascist state and biden is one of its tools.  And that redeQnition of

“vaccination”--The Highwire also addressed that recently—destroys their reason for mandates and only reinforces the Nuremberg

Code.

anmael, our right to Self-defense seems clear in this situation, but I think the winning strategy to that end is non-compliance and

civil disobedience.

Laura, the guy doing the commentary should be hired by the government as a closed-captioning aid to the hard of hearing.

Guillermo, funny how Israel’s real lesson for the injection advocates seems to be missed… over and over again.  False narrative

script readers continue with their roles in spite of all the evidence that doesn’t Qt their story line.

Ragus, thanks for the link… I’ve heard something else from Prof. Desmet recently and look forward to this interview.  I fully agree

that what we are dealing with is closer to a hypnotic phenomenon rather than a medical one. Mass Hypnotic Media in the Age of

Covid www.minds.com/darzoum/blog/https-www-minds-com-darzoum-blog-1219083405..
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Tracy, I think the “Harmful Content” rating for the Constitution must mean “harmful” to the coup d’etat… just like “safe ‘n

effective” isn’t for the covid shot, but safe and effective for the global takeover.

juststeve, the silence from certain establishment “information” sources speaks volumes.

Rose, the “health” agencies, like all government tyrannies, hide behind incompetence and/or altruism as either serves their

purposes, and those after they’ve already generated the mass hysteria to loosen things up.

Randy, yes, I get the reference, and that video of the ethics professor is moving and powerful.  And it illustrates one of my lifelong

pet peeves about “modern values”: normally there is a disconnect between what someone professes and how they live:

philosophy professors need not personally be wise; doctors need not be paragons of health.  This ethics professor rightfully &

beautifully demonstrates the opposite.  Inspiring.

har1272, never let people with hidden motives jam anything long up your nose.

maxxon, biden is just illustrating another reason the Constitution/Bill-of-Rights could ever be labeled harmful.  I was always

bored in civics or history classes, but I now realize it was because of all the propaganda secreted therein.  There’s no better civics

or history lesson than a coup d’etat masquerading as a health emergency.

Naples Dan, agreed!

gaw9735, thanks for the reference; one of my interests in all of this is how we as individuals aid in that transfer of power by not

exercising our freedoms in a rightful way.

fromseatoshiningsea, thanks for the link to Professor Christian Perronne’s story.
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Why Did So Many Doctors Become Nazi s? www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/corruption/cdc-is-blocking-docto..  ~

www.tabletmag.com/sections/history/articles/fernandes-doctors-who-beca..  s/  ~

covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/SUMMARY-OF-THE-EVID..
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Nice post and links, Darzoum.  In regards to Joe Biden's appeal, I offer this to him. It was sent to me by one of my ex students.

The young lady focused on in the link is a friend of her and her brother (the brother and sister were both students of mine at

different times) www.gofundme.com/f/zkqtx6-helping-michelle-heal?qid=543b4aa606b005b254..  I wonder if senile Joe would

like to donate to Michelle's Go Fund Me page?  Perhaps he can even entice some of his friends over at Big Pharma to make a

contribution.  Maybe once Joe rounds up enough help to get her medical bills paid for the next few years,  then maybe he can

work on getting her life back to pre-vaccination normal.
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Randy, thanks for the powerful link of an ethics professor in a Canadian University making a choice as to whether to take the

mandate shot or be Qred from her 20 year job.   Dan, thanks for pointing out this link from Randy. Here is an expose' about the

mandates coming up for health care workers in the U.S. Very informative info from a nurse whistleblower on the Stew Peters

show.  www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/no_author/whistleblower-nurse-destroys-del..
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"Linking with detailed information from Dr. Mercola, cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough states that the mass forced vaccination of

Americans will be considered one of the deadliest and costly medical errors in history." Dr. McCullough's speech is very good, but

he's incorrect in saying that the mass forced vaccination of Americans is a medical error. It is not an error but is being done

deliberately, with malevolence. The perpetrators know what they're doing and they had it planned for years. McCullough knows

he's being watched and that his medical license is under threat, so I'm certain that he's trying to protect himself by choosing his

words carefully.
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Darzoum, if the Constitution is now being ...attacked...as an item that can lead down wrong paths...then it should be more clear

to Anybody than ever before, that the times are not about the coronavirus, but instead are about installing dictatorship. I really

hope the matter  you linked is a hoax and not real. If it is real, this is deeply serious. The Constitution is up for attack. We can't let

this happen. And we must be very peaceful about it or the mission may succeed (may be the entire purpose to provoke the

people. Watch out for that, as this can lead to discrediting and then the game succeeds. Don't play the game, it takes two hands

to clap!)
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It is an inspiring video from Australia. Not everybody is dumb and obedient. www.bitchute.com/.../Ybzcfy0VDk5i
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Dr Peter McCullough is one of the most impressive and brave people in the world. Thank God for him and his truth. We all need to

support him and listen carefully to what he has to say.  I Qnd it hard to look into my friends' eyes when we discuss the vaccine and see

that they can no longer evaluate the evidence before them. People I rated have come to accept that if a number of people are damaged

then that's just the price we have to pay.  Unbelievable!  But I'm the person who is NUTS.
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With the American’s rights to bear arms….. Australians often wondered if it is not too easy to get guns and ammo…. BUT since this
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global talk of mandatory anything to do with the people’s individual health choice and or vaccines…. I can see that some Americans will

“protect” themselves and their family should an “okcial” come knocking on their door…. BUT they also have other means….. like wwhere

in Australia now declaring the “vaccinated” in the state of New South Wales NSW will have privileges. Like going to pubs, bars, gyms,

hairdressers, shows, events etc… but will still have to wear masks??? WHY if they have had a double dose of misery…. Dr McCullough is

great and he certainly knows what he is talking about.. no health bureaucrat that is sitting at his desk for the last umpteen years

shuling papers and looking for ways to make everybody’s life more complicated, and invent more and more rules, regs and Qne’s for

not “complying” how I despite the words to comply and mandatory.. instead of a yellow star for the yews, healthy people are now not

permitted access on publ transport, schools, planes, etc etc.. BUT one shining light here in Australia a Queensland Publican has

declared his premises

welcome to unvaccinated patrons::>>> well thank you I think there will be more and more businesses understanding that apartheid was

ugly in South Africa and is ugly in WW under Hitler, and is equally unacceptable in our Country Australia and dare I suggest in the USA

too..So I am looking forward to many shops to put their welcome sign out the front door ::>>> We do have a number of politicians that

can see the fraud and are actively working against the main stream…… BUT those that have accepted the bribe I guess…. Are just loving

the power they have grown accustomed to and it may be dikcult to resell it away from them again>> to also get back to normal… after

all  here in Ausralia they are “public servants” paid to work FOR us, not to be out prison guard!!! How dare the
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Freedonofchoice, I am in Western Australia. Luckily it is not too bad at the moment but the moment one case hits the city it will

be a lockdown again. Our stupid Premier is now saying the state remains closed till 80%-90% are vaccinated. Very disturbing

news from Victoria and NSW, especially them saying no health care for the unvaccinated. This country is now

communist/fascist/police state and a tyranny. They took some freedoms and when no one fought back they took more. Now they

are so power hungry they are making ridiculous mandates that aren't lawful and unless we can band together this country will be

lost forever. MARK OF THE BEAST! The book of revelation prophecy is becoming a reality and I am not even a Christian.

I hope there will be some brave publicans and restaurant owners that refuse to comply here too. This whole thing about denying

'freedoms' to unvaccinated people is inane as the vaccinated can still get Covid and pass it on, so how the heck can they be

judged as not a disease threat?
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We are truly facing a terrorist attack against the health and freedom of people. The so-called next-generation mRNA vaccines

represent genetic manipulation and should be considered as a criminal act. It was not enough with GMO food and pesticides, it

was not enough with 5G, it was not enough with genetic manipulation and all the toxins that are degenerating the human race,

now we want to advance more quickly with a planned genocide with the wrongly called vaccines.

In Australia Prime Minister Dan Andrews of Victoria, also practicing tyranny, Andrews wants to vaccinate the entire population.

Andrews, has announced that the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) lockdowns are no longer enough to stop the spread of the "delta

variant." Now, "unvaccinated" people will have to be excluded from society. In an ad, Andrews, who a few weeks ago lied about the

existence of Chinese germs in Australia's sewage system, suggested that people who reject blows be labeled second-class

citizens to help "iatten the curve." "To protect the healthcare system, we have everyone locked up," Andrews said. Vaccine

solution, disease and death consequences and unpredictable long-term effects.

nationalQle.com/australia-victorian-premier-says-lockdowns-are-not-en..
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I've been rebuffed many times by newspapers that refuse to print the truth. One of the main reasons is that these papers and

others, in general, are teetering on the edge of solvency. It seems to me that papers that had the intestinal fortitude would

enhance their circulations were they to show some courage. I knew we were in bigger trouble when Biden, in his "speech"

yesterday, started out by saying "mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the most mendacious of them all"? The rat-a-tat-tat of his

ubiquitous lies was totally in our faces, he's following Trudeau's footsteps with his insanity.  My spouse and I have refused

vaccination, I worry that she may buckle and submit to this extortionate blackmail. I haven't seen my medical GP in quite a while,

I really wonder if he's buckled and is recommending/giving the shots.......down is up, up is down.   We've all got to hang tough

and do things as warranted by the best of our abilities. It's going to be dicey, push has Qnally come to shove.
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for the article and video and the wealth of information. Perhaps things have to get worse before the trance

like state the world is in  eventually wears off. In Scotland it seems things are getting worse as our Qrst minister is making

vaccine passports highly important. Her ego is driving her and is just control crazy under the guise of its for public safety. The

Scottish people are in a deep trance as they are following faithfully to get vaccinated and dutifully getting tested twice a week

and never questioning or researching anything. Practically everyone I speak to is happily vaccinated. I despair.
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I don't understand why every country is waiting for the governments to methodically take away our rights, and then only complain

about it.  Where are the lawsuits?  Where are the attorneys Qghting for our human rights?  Why so much silence and apathy?  Why

aren't we challenging this drug and our loss of human rights in court?  Once our slavery is established, it will be hell getting it

back.
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@Freedomofchoice1, Or we can start private clubs where masks and vaccines are not required. If it isn't a public business, then it

can do what it wants. Just have everyone who comes into your bar sign in the membership book. Simple as that.
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Amen!!
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Westerners have been poisoned into submission.  As advised by Bertrand Russell in 1952: "diet injections and injunctions will be

used to insure that the Powers That Be cannot be challenged." [paraphrased]
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I’ve voted for the Liberal party my entire life and campaigned for them too, now in my 60s. Yesterday I resigned my Liberal Party

membership. You know the person on the phone didn’t even want to know why? No one is listening. My posts in the Australian

always get rejected. Nathan Buckley supreme court hearing was Qled last week against no jab no job and he has a go fund me

page if any interested. Rang Paulene Hanson okce and seems they don’t want to Qght. Craig Kelly UAP seems to be our hope. It’s

all very depressing.

Also though everyone I know now have had the jabs, even my husband (we nearly divorced over it) and my sister-in-law who I’ll

consider antivax as she’s never vaccinated her 18yr old daughter. but my 2 daughters, 1 currently 8mths pregnant and myself

have not. All their friends have had the jabs and whilst I do believe there are serious issues with these so called vaccines I’m not

seeing it. Although one of my daughters knows of a 38week pregnant woman lose her baby after the jab. Of course they said not

related and swept under the carpet. I don’t know who or what to believe at the moment
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"...whilst I do believe there are serious issues with these so called vaccines I’m not seeing it." There are no long term safety

studies.  Also, why would I put something in my body that I have no clue what it contains?  The low risk of death (less than .5 of

1%) is not worth any risk of an unknown drug.  You may not see the adverse effects today, but if and when you do 1, 5, 10 years

from now, hopefully you will remember about the jab.
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A pilot from Australia: www.bitchute.com/.../Ybzcfy0VDk5i
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I worry about the workers whose lives are being endangered from what Biden did to force more people to get "the Jab' that kills.

Fortunately, states' attorneys are uniting. ..... Attorney General Todd Rokita [R-IN] releases statement on Biden vaccine mandates.

Tonight, Attorney General Todd Rokita released the following statement: “My team and I, along with other like-minded attorneys general,

are reviewing all legal action on how to stand against these authoritarian actions by the Biden administration. “We will be prepared to

Qle suit if Biden seeks illegal actions restricting Hoosiers' liberties.”
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May be a good idea to refer to these shots as "clot shots" or "kill shots" clearly describing this new technology in line with results,

as assembled and underreported by the CDC's VAERS reporting system; to differentiate resulting massive pile-up of a variety of

known-in-advance injuries and deaths from all prior "rushed" and not-rushed injections. In this case, One Size Qts nobody.
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Nurses are starting to Wake Up and destroying the Covid 19 Narrative, these Brave Nurses are coming forward one is concerned about

her Safety so only get to hear her voice, however that's more than enough to help to save many lives. From my understanding is that the

Delta Variant originated from the Experimental Gene Therapy inoculations and the Hospital Covid Wards are majority consist of those

who took the jab are in ICU or have Died. rumble.com/vmammi-government-vaers-and-hospital-workers-conQrm-covid-..  ~

rumble.com/vm936v-whistleblower-nurse-destroys-delta-narrative-vaccina..   The Main News Networks are marketing these

companies and do not bring the real truth that's Censored imagine all those who got the Experimental jab when they eventually Qnd out

then how many lawsuits will happen then 

🤔🤔🤔
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Excellent summary of the dangers of this vaccine.  I am basically losing my job as a Nurse, because I refuse to take this vaccine and my

entire family, to include Children, Grandchildren and GREAT Grandchildren are not taking it.
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Both my sympathy and respect charls.
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You know - I was reading something last night that goes along with Dr. Bhakdi's work:

www.deseret.com/u-s-world/2020/7/4/21310693/coronavirus-covid-19-antib..  ... not that Biden or anyone with an agenda will listen,

but this is important stuff.  I've been exposed by 2 friends so far (who got a 'positive' test within 24-36 hours of having said contact)

that I know of, and didn't end up 'catching' it - nor did my friend's husband after she tested positive, and he nursed her back to health for

11 days.  So what percentage is immune like that?   I don't believe we should have a 'one size Qts all' approach.   But I suppose Biden is

being paid off by Bill too, and a bunch of vaccines (what's the number - 300M?) are due to expire, so Biden is probably being offer a

cash reward for mandating this experimental injection.
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Yes, Tracy, the natural immunity that Dr. Mercola reported is 13 times more effective than the delta variant vaccine is being

discredited. In this natural immunity memory T cells are essential. He highlights from his link "Our results indicate that

approximately twice as many people have developed T-cell immunity compared to those in which we can detect antibodies." Yes,

we must consider that T cells have three main functions: • They use chemical messengers to activate other cells of the immune

system to start the adaptive immune system (helper T cells). • Detect virus-infected cells or tumor cells and destroy them

(cytotoxic T cells). • Some helper T cells become memory T cells after the infection has been defeated. They can "remember"

which germs were defeated and are then ready to activate the adapted immune system quickly if there is another infection.

The latest serology survey conducted by the Indian Council for Medical Research (ICMR) found that at least two out of three

people in India have coronavirus (COVID-19) antibodies, or natural immunity, against the disease.

www.ft.com/.../2f6c0907-a556-414a-920c-88c8ce482ed1  WHO Changes DeQnition Of ‘Herd Immunity’, Literally Re-Writing

Hundreds Of Years Of ScientiQc Understanding, Just To Push Vaccines. The original deQnition fails to identify the pre-COVID

consensus on what is meant by “herd immunity,” which is when a population becomes protected against a virus because enough

people have been infected with it to create community immunity. ALL STRATEGIES ARE VALID TO PROMOTE VACCINES

AGAINST COVI-19!!! humansarefree.com/2020/12/who-changes-deQnition-of-herd-immunity-to-p..
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I think catching Covid is very similar to whether or not you are susceptible to catching the yearly iu as thousands have done in

years past. I have never had the iu, never had a iu shot and have not lived in a hermetically sealed bubble for the last two years,

but have never caught Covid, either.
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Disturbing video: Australian covid camp police threaten to “gas” covid prisoner instead of releasing him after 14 days

www.naturalnews.com/2021-09-09-disturbing-video-australian-covid-camp-..  Why do people submit as if they were slaves? Why don't

they defend themselves and their children? Why don't the police defend the population and instead follow the orders of the government

assassins? Why is it still believed that governments, as they are proposed, are necessary to the point of obeying and voting for them

when no one has selected them to compete for their positions? Nobody realizes that this and no other is the real problem to be solved?

Again, will we recommend reading "Voluntary Servitude"?
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A toast to the 500th anniversary of the liberation of Tenochtitlán - Article by Javier R. Portella.

www.webhispania.info/history/a-toast-to-the-500th-anniversary-of-the-l..  INTERVIEW WITH MARCELO GULLO - Poor AMLO, so

brave before the King of Spain and so cowardly before the President of the United States. https://elmaniQesto.com/
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Yes, Anmael we are in a world where the power that should enhance the rule of law, a true democracy, has become tyranny.

Medical tyranny, police tyranny, business tyranny and all the actions that take place in daily life. The tyrant occupied exercises

power not by right, not by what he was elected, but he exercises it by force. Tyranny is identiQed with an abusive and cruel use of

the political power that has been usurped, a power that is not only illegitimate because of its origin, but also unjust because of its

exercise and that represses any opposition.

In “Voluntary Serfdom”, any power, even when it is imposed for the Qrst time by force of arms, cannot dominate and sustainably

exploit a society without the collaboration, active or resigned, of a signiQcant part of its members. For La Boétie then the

conclusion is this: "decide to stop serving, and you will be free"

Tyranny is a self-destructive system and although the people have not consciously chosen to be under the yoke of the tyrant,

they have a moral responsibility to break the bond of submission established with the despot. She argues that individuals often

associate with and remain under the yoke of the tyrant for the supposed security afforded them, but that it actually translates

into exploitation. However, although his freedom is restricted, the subject naturally has the desire for freedom.
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We can consider the FDA approval of coronavirus vaccines to be part of a larger plan to stiie people's freedoms. Immunity

passports deQne a tyranny in the exercise of personal freedoms. The demonstrations are multiplying, because people are

Qghting against tyranny. A tyranny that is reaching inconceivable limits like the one imposed by Biden increases the pressure on

the unvaccinated and companies face Qnes if their workers reject the jab. He has also tightened the rules for federal employees,

saying they have 75 days to get vaccinated. Otherwise, their employment could be terminated unless they are exempt.

news.sky.com/story/covid-19-biden-turns-up-the-heat-on-the-unvaccinate..

SITUATION UPDATE, SEP 9TH, 2021 - AUSTRALIAN POLICE BEGIN GASSING COVID CAMP PRISONERS - WITNESSES ON VIDEO.

www.brighteon.com/150d5257-277c-4557-a29b-9c683c30962e  MARK GRENON STILL IMPRISONED BY THE FDA FOR

PROMOTING CHLORINE DIOXIDE AS LIFESAVING, AFFORDABLE MEDICINE

www.brighteon.com/d08c6796-9575-4f23-8ca5-66e160d8af5b
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This video is rubbish - not happening - we do not have a covid camp in Australia - yet!
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Why ... because we are law abiding and expect the same of others and the police ! All fool us ..... the arrests are coming , the

political system is changing ( in 31 countries to have a military appointed PM with strict rules to stay within who will create a new

small government ... the people having the right of removal via petition Qrst and the referendum ... no more divisive political

parties ! It though will take a long time and a complete clearout of police etc ... and healing ( and preventing  sickness) will be a

priority ... drug companies severely taken apart ! Incidentally Trump has stated that his team is urgently investigating an antidote

to that violent killing injection ... I think many of us already know it exists ... a guy is in FDA prison for promoting it ..even though

its a common substance and widely available!
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"Why don't the police defend the population and instead follow the orders of the government assassins?" Because even though
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"Why don't the police defend the population and instead follow the orders of the government assassins?" Because even though

"we the people" fund it, it's the government assassins who actually sign their paycheck.  Follow the money...
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Here in Australia, our treasonous "government" has been ignoring the deaths from the "vaccine." If the People knew how many there

were, they might just start to question why the massive pressure  to take an untested, experimental drug that does not even appear to

work! There have been around 434 deaths in a population of 25 million. There have been around 1,100 deaths attributed to "COVID."

This is a pretty poor cost to beneQt ratio, especially considering the testing phase is far from Qnished. I will bet anything that the death

rate from the experimental drug will skyrocket in a couple of years time.

To put deaths in to perspective- the death numbers from iu are typically 148-1,200 per year. 2020 had just 37 recorded deaths from iu.

To date in 2021, there have been ZERO iu deaths. How extraordinary- we have defeated the iu completely. There have been around 150

COVID deaths this year. cold and iu season ends late October. We are past the peak season for iu deaths. To be noted-being locked up

artiQcially for over a year has left everyone's immune system very much out of practice. You can guarantee that if we are  given

freedom, people will be dying off from colds, iu and pneumonia in the thousands here in the tyrannical regime of Australia.

Every day, another basic human right violated. Too many Australians are sheep-being herded to the slaughter. A simple piece of

resistance that I use is to wear a yellow mask with TYRANNY on it. Nobody has been stupid enough to have a go at me, even cops. I

suspect that even the sheeple would recognize that anyone wearing such a mask would demolish and humiliate them. Looking forward

to humiliating some useful idiot regarding my message. Get plenty of thumbs up from the mask. It is dead simple and cheap. The other

mask has AGAINST  MY  WILL.  Wait for the stunt at the next Freedom rally we have in Sydney -the luvvies will go ballistic. Bring it on.
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These videos prove Australia is a Tyrannical police state. Footage coming out of Australia shows how the nation has rapidly

turned into a totalitarian police state out of a dystopian novel. (Article by Kelen McBreen republished from InfoWars.com)

www.fascism.news/2021-08-15-australia-is-a-tyrannical-police-state.htm..
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Sorry about the vaccine deaths folks, our purpose is just to reduce fertility long-term. But all's Qne because no one is demanding PCR

cycles data. Meanwhile you doctors are on notice, better keep your mouths shut:

www.theabfm.org/sites/default/Qles/PDF/For-the-Public-Joint-Statement..  -- may subject a physician to disciplinary actions, including

suspension or revocation of their medical license.  -- unethical or unprofessional conduct [data is not acceptable] ... could put their

certiQcation at risk.  -- at a time when vaccines continue to demonstrate excellent effectiveness against severe illness, hospitalization

and death. [only 45,000 dead within 3 days of the vaccine (?), quite excellent ...

rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/07/22/vaers-whistleblower-45000-dead.. ] --www.theabfm.org/.../board
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All those who took the vax are now learning that they, TOO, can get covid just like the rest of us - and they’re scared!   It’s so easy, true or

not, for the news to say 90+% of covid patients in the hospitals are unvaxxed and then WE are the scapegoats to blame for all their

fears.  The occasional story comes on that some poor soul with a brain tumour has waited a year for their surgery date and then the

date gets cancelled - and the fury lets loose against the horrible selQsh unvaxxed !  “They should be denied” food, a driver’s license,

their pensions, probably the air they breath is next.  All the while, ignoring the fact that they, the vaxxed, CAN catch covid from any other

vaxxed person they meet.  AND, can give it to all those vulnerable people and children who cannot be vaxxed.  

I think their main fear of covid is GETTING IT THEMSELVES and they are hiding behind the skirts and talk of, “it’s not for us - it’s for the

others!” And, the only thing that separates THEM from the unvaxxed is the news media that keeps saying it’s 90+% of the UNvaxxed

spreading it, dying from it and choking up the hospital space.  It’s turning out different though, bit by bit, from when they Qrst panted…

waiting …for their saviour Vaccine and were told, ‘Everything will be right back to normal for you after you get the jab’.  Now it seems

THEY can give Covid and receive Covid just like everybody else!  Normal doesn’t look so different now from before the sheep took the

shot - and somehow those of us who refuse to be counted among the jittery jabbed are the reason why.  They’re told we shameful and

unworthy stubborn goats now give them Delta!
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My friend got her booster two days ago because it had been six months since her second shot. Not that I believe the shots do

any good, but I had told her that the shots had become ineffective against the Delta variant, and since the booster was the same

shot as the Qrst ones, it won't give her any more protection. She thought I was crazy. She told me that if I get sick with Covid, not

to call her until I was well, and if I end up in the hospital with Covid, it was okay for my husband to call her. She's a "Believer" who

only listens to the MSM. She thinks I listen to the "wrong" news stations, like Fox News. But I don't often listen to any of them. I've

done hundreds of hours of independent research. There are too many "Believers" in Covid and 'vaccines'.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Wendyb and DebbyW, those jabbed are Qlled with fear.  I spent time with family outdoors (all jabbed except me) and they are

all terriQed.  Previously, I had told them that if they believe in the jab so much, then why are they worried?  The retired nurse sister

said, "Well no vaccine is 100% safe".  I wanted to scream!  Two relatives are planning a trip to Portugal next year and they know

how I long to return to my heritage.  They asked if I would come along and I said not if it means I need to get jabbed.  They were

dumbfounded and shocked at my response.  They called my stubborn, yada yada.  

I gave the example of my nephew (a computer wizard) when I asked him about joining Facebook back in the day.  He said he

wouldn't touch it because he knows too much.  I told them I wouldn't get jabbed because I know too much and refused to discuss

it because it would only Qll them with more fear.  Planting tiny seeds in hopes that they don't get the booster, but those seeds

won't get watered if they only listen to paid by Pharma media.   After listening again to the Seneff/Mitkovits interview, I think I hell

is going to break loose with these booster shots and those jabbed this fall/winter.  Hang on folks!  Stay strong!
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaxxed know they can still get infected, but in their minds, they may get sick, but won't die from the virus.  What they don't

realize are the longer term repercussions from the mRNA.
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yuri_o
Joined On 12/11/2012 6:05:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is NOT a vaccine and it never was as it has never passed any safety tests. It is a "jab" or whatever one wants to call it - not a

vaccine - AND vaccines are bad enough without more experiments taking place.  The people responsible for developing, promoting,

forcing AND taking this poison are headed for a terrible karma.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see all the doctors and medical experts on Dr Mercola videos, and read all his informative articles. I read all the knowledgeable

information from the posters on this site and other forums. I see the world leaders and politicians making more strict rules.

Making vaccine passports law. Making it so dikcult to remain unvaccinated with this dreadful kill shot. Can anyone actually see

anything changing and making this madness all stop or are we just dreaming?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just got the Biden request to Osha to make vaccines mandatory if you employ 100 or more persons.   Serious government overreach

going on.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing, Don't worry, this is easy to solve and even a country boy that is not a lawyer knows many ways. No big deal!
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even Dr. Mercola seems to have fallen for the trick. The FDA HAS NOT approved the PQzer BioNTech vaccine, at least not the one that's

on shelves at the moment. What they approved is COMIRNATY, which, though striking similar, is a DIFFERENT vaccine. If you go to get

jabbed right now -- which is what they're hoping that their little bait and switch has convinced you to do -- you can't get Comirnaty. Only

the BNT162b2 version will be available to you. So if you're contemplating getting the vax because now it's approved, go back and read

more carefully. I thought Dr. Mercola had reported on this, but since his articles disappear so quickly I can't go back and check his site.

I'll have to dig through my downloaded PDF versions.
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rebvio1
Joined On 1/13/2010 9:07:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are right Good_Hands,  the products are not interchangeable, even if that is "only" a legal distinction. Any pharmacist knows

that.  President Biden said yesterday that all vaccines are now fully approved, garbage.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Search Rumble or YT for an interview (possibly with Epoch Times) with Robert Malone, MD. He also clariQes what Comirnaty is...
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The good news is OSHA came out with a statement, that any employer may be liable for damages caused by forcing these

unapproved, EUA only shots on their employees. You will need to Qnd that link. Clearly OSHA does not want to be paying out for

On the job injuries, forced by their employer.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To rrealrose:  OSHA guidance info - only applies to private companies not federal workers. Here is a link with some clariQcation:

www.natlawreview.com/article/osha-releases-guidance-employers-consider..   Unfortunately, OHSA changed their tune about

record keeping on adverse reactions in May 2021. From the Dept of Labor website: Are adverse reactions to the COVID-19

vaccine recordable on the OSHA recordkeeping log? DOL and OSHA, as well as other federal agencies, are working diligently to

encourage COVID-19 vaccinations. OSHA does not wish to have any appearance of discouraging workers from receiving

COVID-19 vaccination, and also does not wish to disincentivize employers' vaccination efforts. As a result, OSHA will not enforce

29 CFR 1904's recording requirements to require any employers to record worker side effects from COVID-19 vaccination at least

through May 2022. We will reevaluate the agency’s position at that time to determine the best course of action moving forward.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are correct about the PQzer vaccine.  It has only received an extension of the EUA.  It is BioNTech's Comirnaty that has

received the approval & it is not currently being given in this country.  Even if it were, to the best of my research, it is nearly

identical to the existing vaccine, carrying all of the same risks.
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susanh10
Joined On 7/21/2020 2:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you to Dr Peter McCullough. You are a beacon of light and hope for me. I am unvxd. I have been disowned by my family and

friends. I look to doctors like you to give those of us who are awake a sense that we are not insane. I will not be jabbed. I pray for my

fellow humans who are in this trance. I want to wake them up but I am met with distain, insults and shaming. I fortunately am strong in

my connection with God and I walk with Him and the light. I hope that some day the truth will come out.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m the same as you….the cult is strong and we are standing again mob mentality with God on our side. They honestly don’t know

what they’ve done…..actually pretty sad to witness such abject ignorance and an unwillingness to deal with facts….. All we can do

now is take care of ourselves and stand in truth….
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tladyblue
Joined On 1/8/2021 8:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So a conversation between two women was overheard during a workout. After one coughed and hacked a couple of times the other

asked if she was okay. The hacker mentioned feeling better as the last few days were rough and described some typical symptoms of

Covid and glad she made it through work to go home and lay in bed for a couple of days. When the other asked if she got tested, her

answer... 'No need I got the shot."  Thankfully the other women mentioned that you can still get Covid while vaccinated. Her answer to

that one ioored me. "Yeah I know because all these stupid people that won't get vaccinated are running around spreading it!"  Sadly

there are thousands of idiots running around thinking and acting just like her.
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janeth
Joined On 6/22/2009 7:44:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We listened to Biden's talk last night requiring all federal employees to get the jab or else submit to weekly covid testing.  Now on the

news this morning, they are reporting that there is no option for federal employees to get weekly testing, but to only submit to the jab or

else lose their jobs.  What's the truth here???  My husband is a federal employee.  We are both unvaxxed and plan to stay in that status.

 This is a total nightmare for my family.  Now various school districts are mandating the jab for students over 12.  Heaven help us.

 There is nowhere to run or any "safe" place to move to. I pray that all the government employees will have the courage  & strength not

to give in and  to stand up against this blackmail that is being imposed upon them and their families.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden cannot issue the order on a EUA vaccine. Appeal to the Inspector General Lawyer appointed to your US gov agency of

employment.
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Den6328
Joined On 6/19/2013 10:19:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sea Thehealthyamerican.org  Freedoms are listed in Civil Rights Act of 1964
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The courts stated, in the past, merely that something can be undone does not mean it should be done. Here, we are talking a

worse case scenario - permanent injury or even death. Things than cannot be undone. In the several states and the District of

Columbia, we are guaranteed due process, among many other civil liberties. We are guaranteed the checks and balances of three

branches and the separate powers of the states and U.S., the latter which cannot override the former. The indisputable facts set

out above make clear a temporary order  banning compulsory shots is wholly justiQed, pending proof they are safe for you.  Add

to that the religious exemptions grounded on not taking blood, being against abortion and the use of cells from it in products you

are given. Sadly, communist ACLU is not what it claims [as many of us have known for decades] and those associated with it

have joined the ranks of our enemies.
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QueenMamaRose
Joined On 9/10/2021 12:53:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too am federal with 32 years in.  I am eligible for my annuity next July.   I think this whole thing is crazy.   Looks like they will

have to Qre me.   I will not resign.
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bilw1122
Joined On 5/26/2020 2:17:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Scottish Nazi Party is bringing in a vaccine passport on October 1. I wrote to our MSP to urge her to vote against it and she sent a

government spiel which included a list of things that would not be affected. According to their modus operandi, of course, this means

that all of them will be affected within a few weeks, including supermarkets.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bilw1122, Totally agree with you. I live in Scotland and despair of our Scottish government. The SNP has its Jack boots well and

truly on. Its very scary.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The phrase "Human Ethics" is as oxymoronic as it gets and only about 3% more ethical than "Alligator Ethics" which is 100% "Eat em all"

among crocodillians.  Moral integrity is a rare item in an ego dominant species of media generated zombies where self interest,

delusion, lying and greed is the rule. The human herd knows not truth and lives the law of the jungle, so ultimately ethics and morality

are but pipe dreams/sand castles.
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are but pipe dreams/sand castles.

Does a "delta variant" exist, or is it an adverse vaxxx effect?  Are PCR "cases" real? Has a second gained function virus been released?

Given that hospital protocols are so lame and harmful, they can only be called euthanasia centers for the misinformed.  This culling

chaos will only end when reality appears and tyrants are removed...or all remaining accept the globalist agenda.  The government

installed industrial/media complex has retained control...so far.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randall, the exercise of power devoid of democratic ethics, or in other words, of social principles of solidarity, is nothing

more than a simulacrum of coexistence that, in the end, culminates in collective tragedy for the people and for the citizens who

do it. integrates. It is the tyranny imposed by a power that lacks ethics. The reality is that humanity is subjected to an infamous

tyranny, unethical and dominated by power and money.

Medical systems are threatening doctors and nurses with dismissal if they do not comply with forced vaccinations. Universities

threaten to deny education to students if they do not comply. Corporations threaten to segregate people from venues, iights, and

other social gatherings if they don't comply. More than 100,000 doctors and various healthcare professionals have now rallied

against the government-planned genocide, and the pharmaceutical giants are poised to begin the slaughter in long-term care

homes through an unproven vaccine they deliberately omitted. animal testing.

brandnewtube.com/watch/ask-the-experts-covid-19-vaccine-now-banned-on-..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's right Gui...Lockdown 2.0 now here, called Biden 6pt plan...They dally with language, but still money or life EXTORTION.  Die

for your shitty job, or be free and poor like me.
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DR Mercola. Why don't you activate your followers to donate 10 Dollars each and start a class-action against those pushing these

poisons that will last a 100 years? Pick the big dog Qrst. Enough counter info is coming to the light now.  You could then even succeed

in reuniting the US population!
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Shannisse
Joined On 11/15/2008 7:59:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There must be some decent psychologists out there who can tell us how we break this psychological thrall to a global dogma, so cult

like, so sick, so damaging. What will make people snap out of it and come to their senses?
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

they have been drugged into accepting the "statist quo"
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rock Paper Scissors: Pandemic Version ... Healthiness cures COVID. COVID trumps vaccines. Vaccines decrease healthiness.   For

further understanding: SARS-CoV-2 creates COVID. Health creates cures. Unhealthiness creates fear. Fear creates pandemic. Pandemic

creates vaccines. Vaccines create proQt. ProQt trumps cures.  To your health, Tracy
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Trazy, this humanity is living with drugs, vaccines, environmental pollution, etc ,. BigPharma and Big Food through the

omnipresent media are consequently that the world is dominated by menticide, fueling chronic iniammation, which potentiates

diseases and deaths from Covid. The most deceptive marketing gimmicks of Big Food and Big Pharma serve this menticide.

After all, repeat a lie enough times, no matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses start to believe it. "Safe and Effective" - The

CDC's okcial seal of approval for every vaccine and iu vaccine that has never been shown in a clinical trial to work, and that

comes with a list of adverse events and side effects in the package insert. the vaccine that should include any sane and

intelligent humans avoid it at all costs.

Most Americans hardly know the true 110-year history of the FDA, and for good reason, they don't want you to. Regulate

everything from food and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From over-the-counter drugs and veterinary products

to electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA is very busy, not to mention regulating vaccines and

biopharmaceuticals. The FDA in 2008, began sending employees to foreign countries, including India, China, and the UK, to name

a few. All of this is thanks to Congress. Over the decades, the FDA has tried to destroy all forms of comprehensive care in the

United States that compete with drug and vaccine treatments. This link exposes the FDA data and the chronology of the

corruption. www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-and-drug-administration
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Lfod444
Joined On 7/30/2020 1:09:06 PM
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Well said Versatile !
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Under guise of (false) promises of ridding of the created plandemic with induced fear based upon lies and false data with nonstop

hysteria presented under guise of news and with contradictions suppressed by complicit Luciferian billionaire owned networks and

social media censorship and ridicule with conditioning of the complacent, we are set up to be culled for control and servitude to would

be elitist masters. Still, the biological warfare against us is real. The so called "vaccine" is also biological warfare and even worse. It

might try to present itself as benevolent at Qrst, but conditioning to accept follow-up boosters is vulnerability.

Employ all aspects of healthy living for your immune system to be at its best. You need only be a Qsherman who Qshes with lures to

trick stupid Qsh into reacting to see that is exactly what is being done with the gullible population. The veracity of the coercion

combined with promises that prove false should make it very clear the entirety of this psychological operation against the people is

nefarious. I'm very much into preparedness and tell my Ron Paul supporter friends and those who are aware: "If you can't outvote those

who vote for their own demise, prepare to outlive them."

As regular commenters on Mercola.com which has been under attack and with threats, the preparedness for us to at least be in contact

with each other should we be shut down entirely is to join the email list many of us are already on as a backup communications

contingency plan. Current goals are to ask for the entirety of Mercola.com archives including our very valuable comments for us to

distribute among ourselves by mailing data storage devices to all who buy it at cost with the archive of decades copied into it.  People

like myself who are not vulnerable to threats will insure that this isn't lost forever. Those who want to be on our email list may simply

request that. I use my whole and real name: Ronald H Levine :) RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Really!
Joined On 4/27/2019 12:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good idea on saving/sharing Dr. Mercola's articles and advice. However, should it be done via Proton Mail so that it is safe from

Google et. al.?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ronald; I would stay clear of the "usual suspects"; google bondoogle, microshaft and yahoo! I've been running Linux Mint (and

other versions) for many months. I was using Thunderbird Mail; although, it still has to pass through microsoft. I'm now using

Mailfence; which is similar to Proton Mail; although, I prefer Mailfence. It's secure; and in Linux, I can use it in its own browser

window, simultaneously with the main browser. In Mint, I can autostart it in its own Thunderbird window (web app) and in Solus, I

use Brave, also to keep it separate. It's working great for me. There are also paid options. I do Qne with the free version. There is

a limit of 500MB of data; although, that is a lot of emails! There is a progress bar at the bottom of the left pane, which shows how

much you've used and how much is left...very easy to manage!
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yahoo is not safe email account. Mailfence or protonmail are encrypted.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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Really!,  Thanks for your warning regarding the potential interference from service providers.  I also don't trust them. My concept

is to completely bypass them for the logistical reason of the entirety of the decades of Mercola.com archives including all of the

comments is huge.  Instead of any form of data transfer over the internet, my concept is to simply purchase a data storage

device and mail it and have it mailed back with the data transferred directly into it by a cable connection. Then I will make a

quantity purchase of the data storage device or devices that those who comment to Mercola.com articles prefer.  I will copy the

data to all of them and sell them at cost without making a penny.  I will mail them out to those who purchase them and there will

be no cost for the data.  I will forget names and addresses and I will not keep records.  That is my proposal to this Qne group who

value the healthful information we had available and want it to be available again without our Qne and heroic Doctor Mercola

having threats to himself and his family and his economic and business endeavors.  

Instead, I would be honored to take all that risk upon myself and stand up to any threats as they will Qnd me not at all vulnerable

and any action taken against me would backQre hugely.  How can I be so certain of this?  I am very politically active.  There are

very powerful people out of okce because of me.  There are others in okce who feel constrained by me to not be able to get

away with as much as they would like.  I have stood up to the most powerful among them already.  There have been political

activist friends of freedom and Patriots who have been harmed by corrupt and illegal dirty tricks and worse.  I take their place.

Once multiple copies of the database are in the hands of many of us scattered around the world, it will be safe from not being

lost forever which would be a huge loss to health science & concepts of healthy living.  We can't let that happen!
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iloveoliver
Joined On 2/6/2013 8:29:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God help us!
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chrissirich7icloud.com
Joined On 8/8/2021 4:33:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Peter McCullough don’t use Nazi as an example it shows your own brainwashing in history.Hitler rescued an impoverished,morally

debased Germany from them and Germans loved him for it.The people weren’t brainwashed they knew “they”backstabbed Germany in

WW1They caused the war including WW1.The same type of people a monied elite group such as the Rothschilds ,if you will ,are the

same as today in charge of this scam.Your  not a historian but if you must use monstrous regimes use Stalin and Mao which they

funded.These people want to rule the world they espouse communism,despotism tryranny one world order/the great reset culling the

population down to a certain number.Your great just don’t buy into even their historical distortions we were all brainwashed with in

school.If you ever have time to dig into history you will Qnd we were all put in a trance by their one sided version of historical events

propagandize did in our school books as hard as that reality is to get your head around.True even the more you read.It is a nefarious

agenda with blueprints to use immunizations as one method of control as was control of the media.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It may be true that Holocaust deaths were on order of 3.5m but for all the apparently good things Adolph did you cannot deny he

ran an abolute dictatorship.    And you might also learn your history:  Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely.  Lord

Acton We are in this together.  If someone is on your side, be thankful you are not alone.
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compos_mentis
Joined On 11/22/2020 6:10:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The coercion and intimidation in the UK is intensifying to fever pitch. A distressed mother told me that she was being bullied by NHS

and Social Services to 'consent'  to covid-vaccination of her adult daughter, (who suffers from a learning  disability) or face a Court

Order to override her parental rights of guardianship. Readers may be interested in the Notice I drafted, on which she now awaits the

GP's written reply : FORMAL NOTICE REQUESTING INFORMATION REGARDING ‘COVID VACCINES’ IN ORDER TO CONSIDER GIVING

 ‘INFORMED CONSENT’ IN RESPECT OF MY DAUGHTER

(1) Do you accept that a professional medical adviser is under a personal duty in law to ensure that the patient (or their guardian, as the

case may be) is provided with all the necessary information, including the already known, and the possibly yet-to-be-discovered, risks of

these vaccines?  (2) Do you have in your possession reliable data, independently veriQed, detailing the precise ingredients of each

product, i.e. ALL ingredients to be injected, including any ‘proprietary ingredients’  or ‘trade secrets’ which the manufacturers have not

disclosed in the documentation available to the public? Do you accept that I cannot give informed consent unless I know the entire

contents of these injections, there cannot be any undisclosed ‘trade secrets’?

(3) There have been numerous reports from researchers around the world suggesting that these injections may contain an element of

Graphene Oxide. Can you categorically deny these suggestions, given that, in July 2020, published research from China stated: “Due to

its unique physicochemical properties, graphene oxide is widely employed in medicine for purposes of photothermal treatment of

cancer, drug delivery, antibacterial therapy, and medical imaging. Our work describes the surface modiQcation of graphene oxide and

for the Qrst time summarizes that functionalized graphene oxide serves as a vaccine carrier " ( pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32531395  )

(continued)
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compos_mentis
Joined On 11/22/2020 6:10:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

part 2  (4) Can I be absolutely assured, therefore, that no element of graphene oxide or ‘hydrogel’ is being deployed in any of

these Covid vaccines, whether as an active ingredient, as a carrier agent, or as an adjuvant?  (5) Do you agree that, with clinical

trials still incomplete, these Covid vaccines, whatever the merits of their novel technology, must still be regarded as

‘experimental’ at this stage, and, as such, the medium to long-term effects are completely unknown?  (6)  Do you concur,

therefore, with the caveat added by the FDA to all their covid-injection factsheets, as evidenced by this latest issue (August

2021) “These may not be all the possible side effects of the vaccine. Serious and  unexpected side effects may occur. The

possible side effects of the vaccine  are still being studied in clinical trials’

(7)  Given my daughter's medical condition, what is your assessment of the particular risks to her of suffering Guillain-Barre

autoimmune paralysis, or similar adverse events from these, as yet still experimental, vaccines?   (8) Do you concur with (or

dispute) the following statement? If disputed, please explain: “Researchers in The Netherlands and Germany have warned that

PQzer-BioNTech’s coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) vaccine induces complex reprogramming of innate immune responses.

Little is known about the broad effects the vaccine may have on the innate and adaptive immune responses.”

(May, 2021 source: www.news-medical.net/news/20210510/Research-suggests-PQzer-BioNTech-C..  ) (9) Do you concur with

(or dispute) the following statement recently published by Dr. Russell Blaylock, certiQed neurosurgeon, health practitioner, author,

and lecturer.? If disputed, please explain why: (continued in part 3)
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compos_mentis
Joined On 11/22/2020 6:10:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

part 3 - struggling with the site layout!   (Russel Blaycock)  “Of great concern with this vaccine is the fact that the spike protein

can easily enter the central nervous system (brain and spinal cord) where it can act as a continuous source of microglial

activation and subsequent destruction of brain cells and spinal cord cells. In my opinion, there is a signiQcant risk of inducing

chronic neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer’s dementia, Parkinson’s disease, and especially Amyotrophic Lateral

Sclerosis (ALS), in individuals receiving these vaccines” (source:

www.globalresearch.ca/blaylock-vaccines-what-you-need-know-informed-co..  

(10) Do you concur with (or dispute) the risks highlighted in a research paper  published at: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33113270  

"The speciQc and signiQcant COVID-19 risk of ADE (= antibody-dependent enhancement) should be prominently and

independently disclosed, in order to meet the medical ethics standard of patient comprehension for informed consent.”  (11) Do

you concur with (or dispute) the following note of caution:? “Aside from questions of safety that attend any vaccine, there are

good reasons to be especially cautious for COVID-19. Some vaccines worsen the consequences of infection rather than protect,

a phenomenon called antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE). ADE has been observed in previous attempts to develop

coronavirus vaccines.

To add to the concern, antibodies typical of ADE are present in the blood of some COVID-19 patients. Such concerns are real. As

recently as 2016, Dengavxia, intended to protect children from the dengue virus, increased hospitalizations for children who

received the vaccine. (source: (www.scientiQcamerican.com/article/the-risks-of-rushing-a-covid-19-vac..  ) ~ (dikcult to post

the remainder due to restricted space, but the ball is now in the GP's court to see if he can come up with answers!
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM
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compos_mentis--Great that someone has taken the time to research and  write all of the questions that SHOULD be addressed

PRIOR to consenting to ANY AND ALL 'vaccines'!!! THANK YOU! This should be copied/printed/saved for future use when we ALL

MAY BE PRESSURED to get the nasty jab!!!
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zumbacjg
Joined On 4/18/2020 11:56:33 AM
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Thank you compos-mentis for drafting those questions. I hope your list will at least give your friend some time to stave off

getting the vaccine. As I read these posts from Australia, S. Africa, Scotland, England, Canada & the U.S., it appears that our

leaders have forgotten one of the most important lessons about leadership: do not surround yourself with yes men & women.

Since the vaccines provide zero guarantee against getting COVID-19, wouldn’t you think there has to be another side to the story?

It’s terrifying if the pharmaceutical industry has that much control over the world. I am afraid that it’s going to take Boris

Johnson’s girlfriend now wife Carrie or Jill Biden or Scott Morrison’s wife Jennifer or Sophie Trudeau or their

mothers/fathers/children or some top cabinet person or spouse to come down with Ill effects from the shots before the scales

are lifted from their eyes. I think it’s going to take something that personal before government okcials who are being fed vaccine

pablum wake up.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM
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Thank you for this.  Going to save to edit to share if ever required with your permission?
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gle9078
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A brilliant post!!
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe the #1 way to protect oneself against diseases is to use natural remedies to improve your immune system. I don't trust

prescription drugs or pharmaceuticals especially if the FDA approves it. Now days we shouldn't trust the CDC either or anyone who is

pushing these Covid-19 vaccines on people with forced vaccine mandates.
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pau77713

Niacin + Melatonin
Support Metabolic Health
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Joined On 8/29/2013 10:20:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The one good thing about those who get the Vax, it is eliminating the stupid people from this planet. Big corporations are planning for.at

least half of the Vaxed employees to be dead in 2-3 years.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

UK Government signs potential death warrant for your children.  It is giving itself permission to override parental decisions re their

12-15 year old children to be injected with “vaccines that are not only failing but are putting lives at risk” according to cardiologist and

epidemiologist Dr Peter McCullough. UK Health Minister refuses to say whether his own children would be exempt. I will send him Dr

McCoullough ‘s testimony to help him make up his mind. news.sky.com/story/covid-19-12-to-15-year-olds-to-get-Qnal-say-over-c..
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ghenn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The exposure and pile has been piled high for 9 months now, not to include 2020; but nothing is being done by the silhouette of a

system. Has this many Americans really sold out their country? Anyway, another doctor steps out of the shadows to place some truth

on the table. Let us back him up with a foot soldier. Would I believe someone on the front lines or some donut eater behind a desk who

does not even have a window for a view of the outside world, let alone knowledge ... of any sort.

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/whistleblower-nurse-majority-of-our-covi..
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video is remarkable and stunning. All vaxxers must see it. Thank you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/11/2021 9:41:56 AM
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Once the mRNA is injected, the body then takes up the genetic material and changes in some way.” McCullough said. The body

changes in what way? I have read the experimental jab re-writes your RNA. There is no way in H that I'm going to be injected with

something that re-writes what God has designed in me. The "virus" has never been isolated or even been shown to exist by any lab

anywhere in the world. The so-called "virus" is actually a set of symptoms in the body. The secret to health is to only eat what God has

given us in Nature. Man's processed, chemical-laden garbage so-called "food" kills you slowly.
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ghenn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is the whole idea, sick supports the health industry; but after all the jabbed are dead they will be after us. Ever notice, there

is no such thing as cure in Rx.
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HighTreason
Joined On 7/4/2021 4:41:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone earlier wanted to know where I get the TYRANNY masks. 3 ways of doing it- 1) I bought some yellow (yellow being the colour

of freedom and gives good contrast) masks at a shop selling bits and pieces and hand wrote with laundry marker the words. Although

my handwriting is crap, it actually looks professional at socialist distancing view. Mask was $4.50   2) There are places you can have

masks printed up to your requirements. Small quantities would work out at $10 each. Large quantities (in the thousands) work out at

$4.50 each. Yes, I have contemplated having thousands made and sold at rallies. Note, our draconian dictatorship has used semantic

manipulation to change "unauthorized" to mean "illegal."   3) Hand made with a yellow rag. 45cm x 15 cm approximately. Basically

rectangular. 2 slits with scissors (totally not rocket science) to sot over the ears. TYRANNY written on in black fabric paint and ironed in

to make it permanent. Could be done in laundry marker.

I wear a regular dental mask underneath in case a cop claims it is not being worn properly. The Gestapo have been known to bash

people up and issue them with exorbitant Qnes for not wearing a mask correctly. The rag mask is thin, so breathability depends on what

fabric you used. Especially when wearing sunglasses, the rag mask is intimidating and does not appear to get as many looks from

random people as the more normal mask. Nobody has been stupid enough to have a go at me-I suspect that basic instinct would tell

them that anyone who would wear such a mask would tear them to shreds for daring to deny me the basic right of freedom of

expression. I hold me head up high so people can see the mask. On buses and trains, I sit on the right side so the mask catches the Qrst

glance of other passengers. A number of bus drivers have given me a wink. This is a dead easy piece of Resistance anyone can do and

is dirt cheap. By the time wearing such a mask becomes illegal, it is too late.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a black one that says ‘HOAX’…I like yours….!….and it would stand out better…I haven’t worn it yet as I try to avoid places

now..I’m just tired of it all and sick of seeing the cult members stumble around.. Good on you!..
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The wonderful idea with the mask. I contemplate the idea to make some T-Shirts with the screenshot from Reiner Fuellmich

interviews.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As well as Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine, I am wondering whether there is another weapon that can be used against covid.  It may

have been what President Trump was getting at when he talked about a disinfectant?  He mentioned Hydroxychloroquine - which works

- in spite of being demonized by pHARMa.  He mentioned Monoclonal Antibodies - which his administration bought for the American

people and is being used successfully in Florida.  The disinfectant/bleach could be chlorine dioxide which - diluted correctly - appears

to work against the spike protein: odysee.com/@Kalcker:7/100-Recovered-Aememi-1:7?&sunset=lbrytv
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. M for continuing to share true information! I just read last night in comments on a website that is full of people in the jab

trance (trance is an excellent term for it!!) after Biden's announcements. There are people out there who say we need to go to martial

law, martial law is what it will take they said, until they go after every unvaxxed and stick them with a needle! My gosh, DO THEY HEAR

THEMSELVES? I guess we know what side they would've been on in WW2! And this is the same group of people that accused Trump of

being a dictator. There were also comments that vax should be required for the "privilege" of travel, and they applauded his "angry dad"

speech. The hate and vitriol toward others was palpable.

I know there is an agenda, but most of these lemmings are simply sold on the fear, and they're the ones that make the momentum

possible. I say, if someone chooses to live in fear of germs, they should hide, and/or get the vax, and let everyone else live their lives.

Just like we've always done for a virus with the same survival rate as a seasonal iu!
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Really!
Joined On 4/27/2019 12:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jen3070 - Unfortunately, the masses, sometimes minus the m, are in a trance. They are so Qxated on the jab for everyone that we

have now had to isolate from some friends and family because several have either verbally or via email touted their list of who

they know of who have or have not been jabbed. This insanity has got to come to an end. So many of us wish President Trump

were still in okce. The resident doesn't have a clue what to do, he is only trying to make us all forget that HE is responsible for

leaving Americans in Afghanistan.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the many things that bugs me about all of this is their constant use of trying to prove a negative in regard to this substance. So if

someone says, "Gee doc I took my two doses of the vaccine and did everything I was supposed to and then 4 months later I came down

with an active case of Covid and felt really sick." So the doctor says, "Oh my God thank God you were vaccinated or you might be dead!

Make sure you keep taking your booster shots!" This is the lamest mentality of therapists since the beginning of time. It's like if I have a

patient who says you know after eight months of therapy my shoulder is still pretty messed up and I can hardly lift anything and I

immediately say, can you imagine how bad it would be if you hadn't been getting any treatment, you should start coming more often!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many Biden voters have had a WTF moment in awakening to the reality playing out? I would like to know that % of who would have

voted differently
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Really!
Joined On 4/27/2019 12:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are you implying anyone actually voted for that moron?! I thought Dominion put him in.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

there weren't any biden voters
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IF proper safety protocols were out into place in Feb 2021 injections would have been shut down. IF early interventions to treat the

whu-iu would have been allowed how many lives would have been saved? Anyone see the pattern here. ZERO ACCOUTABILITY!
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Lfod444
Joined On 7/30/2020 1:09:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodie..........some very good points .  PS . It really should be called the fouchi iu
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Really!
Joined On 4/27/2019 12:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IF fouci were to be held accountable.... IF known protocols were allowed..... IF the sheeple would do a little research instead of

blindly following orders..... IF people would do as Dr. Mercola says, "Take Control of Your Health."   IF people would regain some

common sense....IF we would have allowed this fake virus run its course.....IF we had some honesty in our voting system.....IF we

would learn to speak with our wallets....IF we could actually join together for a worthy cause....IF we could get past trying to be

so politically correct....IF we could speak the truth regardless of which group may want to cry or protest....IF there was actually

accountability for the actions of the characters who need to be held accountable!
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mike.owen1gmail.com
Joined On 3/29/2021 3:17:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because the majority of doctors could care less, it's all a giant corporation of corruption, real doctors are outnumbered and outgunned.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take it or else what? They do not have the Qre of freedom burning in their souls like many of us do. I fear no tyranny.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A whistleblower insider.   It may actually be a half million deaths.  Start around minute 54?  www.bitchute.com/.../iyUhBGRMLu9k  ~

https://corona-ausschus.de/en/   "Beginning May 1, 2021, CDC transitioned from monitoring all reported COVID-19 vaccine

breakthrough infections to investigating only those among patients who are hospitalized or die..."

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8158893
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and 45,000 deaths in the Qrst 180 days proven?!  (and yet still substantially under reported) ... way to have our backs, Biden!  I

hope Bill is paying you handsomely!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reducing life expectancy as it will surely cause successive injections against Covid-19 are hidden deaths that the CDC will never

count. FEDERAL LAWSUIT SEEKS IMMEDIATE HALT OF COVID VACCINES, CITES WHISTLEBLOWER TESTIMONY CLAIMING CDC

IS UNDER-COUNTING VACCINE DEATHS. According to a press release, America's Frontline Doctors is asking to immediately stop

administration of experimental COVID vaccines in anyone 18 and younger, all those who have recovered from COVID and

acquired natural immunity, and every other American who has not received informed consent as deQned by federal law. The

67-page motion requests the judge issue a preliminary injunction pursuant to § 360bbb–3(b)(1)(C) for the following reasons:

img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/3c6a0774-cfad-46fa-aa97-af5aa5e74f00/M%20for%..  

- There is no emergency, which is a prerequisite to issuing EUA and EUA renewals for COVID vaccines.    - There is “no serious or

life-threatening disease or condition.”    - Vaccines do not diagnose, treat or prevent SARS-CoV-2 or COVID.   - Known and

potential risks of the vaccine outweigh their known and potential beneQts.    - There are adequate, approved and available

alternatives to vaccines.    - Healthcare professionals and vaccine candidates are not adequately informed.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/americas-frontline-doctors-federal..
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WE SHOULD start seeing the effects from now.   Mass sickness, mass deaths?  ELE with billions to die in the coming months and

years? It begins........
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is why the need to alleviate the effects of that depopulation injection is urgent ... and President Trump is working on that!

Winter comes ....and the deep state plan is to release another trigger Virus that will literally kill those injected ! This is a war  ...

Qres and ioods are weapons and covid is the toys thrown out of the pram as Quantum removes their ill gotten wealth !
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BillieBob
Joined On 11/15/2008 7:42:37 PM
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This comment will be gone in less than 48 hours, but I'll comment anyway.

In the discussion of relative risk and absolute risk, the writer confuses the words 'percentage' and 'percentage points'.

If the risk of something is 2 out of every 100, we can say that the risk is 2%. Later, if the risk is 1 out of every 100, the risk is 1%. The risk

has been reduced ONE PERCENTAGE POINT!!!

It's true that the risk has been reduced by 50%, but that number simply reiects comparing the before percent with the after percent.

Stop coniating the two - it's unscientiQc or bad math.
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jef75269
Joined On 7/9/2020 9:31:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please explain in detail :  rel./absolute RISK-reduction of vacc..!!!  jg
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jea1613
Joined On 8/21/2017 7:54:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this amazing article and the courage displayed. Thank you and love to you all,  Jean and Barry (UK)
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's truly sad. We are seeing total propaganda because people are being censored and persecuted. People who do not want the vaccine

are being persecuted. This is not the America people may think it is. We are seeing Stalinism in action.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How to explain it?  "Stockholm syndrome is an emotional response. It happens to some abuse and hostage victims when they have

positive feelings toward an abuser or captor." It's not one thing.  It's the consequence of relentless abuse that breaks down the victim,

breaks down their ability to consider alternatives that are more dangerous than the accepted reality.. How long will it take to recover?

The damage by Stockholm Syndrome is so "accepted" by the victim, that even when the evidence is clear - denial persists.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We fought wars so that we could live freely and not under a fascist or communist style of surveillance and order and yet what a world

war could not do.. our stupid politicians have and people have turned into willing sheep for it to occur. Mental Castration. Baa...Baa..
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccinated are getting the Corona virus due to the vaccine assembles the Spike protein in them nonstop which wears out the

immune system and they can shed the virus.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It looks like October 1st and November 1st are dates for most hospitals, clinics, etc. to begin enforcing vaccine mandates to

employees.  Here is an up-to-date list of the status on health institutions across the U.S.  Expect to see a major reduction of the

workforce in these Qelds as we approach these dates.  www.beckershospitalreview.com/workforce/hospitals-health-systems-manda..

 Nurse whistleblower on Stew Peter's show exposes the lies coming from hospitals, doctors, and staff.  No such thing as a delta variant

for one.  www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/no_author/whistleblower-nurse-destroys-del..
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

American Medical Association releases stunning document teaching doctors to LIE to patients while deliberately exaggerating covid

death claims... the AMA admits to its own complicity in crimes against humanity. The self-destruct sequence that will bring down the

death cult cabal of anti-human globalists has already been activated. With hilarious fake news attempts like the recent Rolling Stone hit

piece against ivermectin, the cabal media is self-destructing by the day. With endless Qat currency printing by the Fed, the entire

Qnancial underpinning of illegitimate Big Government is imploding.

And with the laughable, desperate attempts to imply covid vaccine "approval" while pushing utterly unproven booster shots backed by

no supporting data whatsoever, Big Science is ripping its own eyeballs out and throwing them across the room. We are witnessing the

total self-destruction of Big Pharma, Big Science, Big Media and Big Government, all as they trip over each other trying to discredit

ivermectin and vitamin D while pushing vaccine death shots and medical authoritarianism. All they've really accomplished, however, is

the accelerated awakening of the masses as they witness the authoritarian lunacy and junk science death cult that's paraded all around

us, falsely claiming our freedoms have to be obliterated in the name of "safety."

In Victoria, Australia, by the way, lunatic Premier Daniel Andrews just declared that unvaccinated people will be "locked out" of all health

care and hospital services. Given how toxic, deadly and incompetent mainstream doctors have become, that's probably a blessing.

Perhaps the free people of Australia will Qnally turn to nutrition and natural medicine, and they will therefore outlive the vaccine

zombies who are committing medical suicide. www.aQnalwarning.com/551013.html
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMA releases document teaching doctors how to deceive patients with disinformation that may KILL them. The American

Medical Association -- which is now engaged in training its members to lie to patients as they murder them -- has released an

eyebrow-raising document that claims, "rampant disinformation" is, "eroding public conQdence in science and undermining trust

in physicians and medical institutions." And to reacquire that lost trust, the AMA proceeds to teach doctors how to lie to the world

about covid.

On page 9 of the document, doctors are told to replace the phrase "hospitalization rates" with the claim that all hospitalized

patients are "deaths," thereby wildly exaggerating covid deaths in order to achieve mass hysteria. Make no mistake: This is the

AMA directly instructing doctors to lie about covid deaths. This is straight up medical fraud. Similarly, doctors are also told to

replace the word, "lockdown" with "stay-at-home order," because that somehow sounds less totalitarian. In the same document,

on page 8, doctors are instructed on how to block, deiect and redirect questions to cover up the truth about vaccine injuries and

deaths.

They are speciQcally instructed to change the subject and reject questions from reporters or patients, while pushing

AMA-approved "okcial" propaganda by claiming it's all based on "facts," not "science" or "medicine." In essence the AMA is now

attempting to transform doctors into propaganda puppets for the global depopulation agenda. Practicing real medicine is no

longer the priority of the AMA, it seems. Rather, physicians must practice lying in order to remain an AMA member in good

standing. Here's a section from the document, entitled, "COVID-19 Language Swaps"
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The AMA just provided evidence that can be used to prosecute its own corrupt okcials for crimes against humanity. What's just

as disturbing in all this is how the AMA appears to have no realization that by posting this document, the AMA admits its own

complicity in crimes against humanity. This is sometimes called "saying the quiet part out loud," and this document that instructs

doctors to lead patients to their own death can be used as evidence in international war crimes tribunals that seek the arrest and

prosecution of AMA leaders who are taking part in this murderous scheme. I Qrst learned about this extraordinary AMA

document by watching Dr. Bryan Ardis interviewed by Stew Peters (both are Brighteon.TV show hosts). This amazing interview,

shown below, delves into even more detail about the AMA's bold deception and how it recruits physicians to be propagandists

carrying out medical genocide against humanity: blob:www.brighteon.com/e891d184-af39-4807-bec9-57aae5cbb6f3  

I also cover the topic in more detail in my Sep. 6th Situation Update podcast, which reveals extremely positive information about

how we prevail by rejecting the medical death cult that's right now destroying its own credibility (while killing its own advocates

with bioweapons death shots): Brighteon.com/73a770d9-0873-426d-8040-b7329e53922a blog:

www.brighteon.com/60dfb75a-5c01-40f0-ab2e-e377edb0ff4b  Stay informed and keep your courage intact. The death cult

medical genocide system is imploding right now, and you simply need to make sure they don't take you down with them. Find

new podcasts and interviews each day at: www.brighteon.com/.../hrreport
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know people who have taken the initial vaccine. Those same people are now telling me that THEY WILL NOT TAKE THE BOOSTER.
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daybreaker
Joined On 4/8/2008 3:32:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You mention a certain amt of people died after receiving a shot, however, where is the proof that is was from the vaccine?    Your words

right now are just words, where is the actual proof that the deaths were actually from the vaccine.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You didn’t watch the video, apparently.  Dr. McCullough explains it.
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jporter1945protonmail.co
Joined On 9/10/2021 3:51:17 PM
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If the vaccine is ineffective, how could it place the virus "under pressure"? Just wondering.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

No longer effective.
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wonderfullywacky
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:25:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was an excellent video and I’m forwarding to friends now!  Thank you, Dr Mercola!!

❤
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Resistant
Joined On 9/5/2021 7:56:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr McCullough is a hero of our times, a man of incredible integrity. He and many others will be fully vindicated at the end of all this, and

we will see him as a prime witness at any forthcoming Nuremberg Trial. Tick Tock.
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HollyBerries
Joined On 3/27/2021 5:49:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC is cooking the books. The CDC counts people as unvaccinated within 14 days of jab, including if they die from the virus! From

CDC webpage: "Persons were considered fully vaccinated ≥14 days after receipt of the second dose in a 2-dose series (PQzer-BioNTech

or Moderna COVID-19 vaccines) or after 1 dose of the single- dose Janssen (Johnson & Johnson) COVID-19 vaccine¶; partially

vaccinated ≥14 days after receipt of the Qrst dose and <14 days after the second dose in a 2-dose series; and unvac- cinated <14 days

after receipt of the Qrst dose of a 2-dose series or 1 dose of the single-dose vaccine or if no CAIR2 vaccination data were available."

www.cdc.gov/.../mm7034e5-H.pdf  This is extremely unfair to the unvaccinated because of Antibody Dependent Enhancement (ADE).

Those cases should be taken out of the unvaccinated count and added to the vaccinated count.
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Sherryld
Joined On 1/18/2019 8:54:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Family friends's 3 week old baby was diagnosed with Cytomegalovirus (CMV). She was doubled jabbed while she was pregnant under

the advice of her doctor. Her Qrst baby was Qne. Who really thinks this is just a coincidence or it would have happened regardless of

vaccine status?
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s heartbreaking. Absolutely heartbreaking. I’m so sorry for her and her baby. And I’m so mad I can’t stand it.
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ego1211gmail.com
Joined On 4/19/2011 10:52:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem is no one talks about WHY or really what the real agenda is. Of course we know what. Also, who really  is behind all of this.

All schools plus Medical schools should be closed and free enterprise and private schools should ONLY exist. What a stupid country.

Time to teach Ayn Rand and Capitalism.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

special interests would chimp out, and go ape excrement. the world does not yet care that much about truth. short term money

being more important
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lacing people up with toxic graphene oxide to be lit up like Christmas trees with 5G DEW, isn't a "vaccine"... It's global genocide!
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stardustonthesage
Joined On 10/26/2014 8:46:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If only one person had taken this ridiculous jab, it would be one person too many.  We live in a very stupid, trusting society.  No one

wants to take the time to do their homework about anything medical - and the biden admin knew that - so now they're trying to FORCE

people to take this thing.  Are they joking? And in this article you say ONLY 27 million jabs ....... or something like that?  OMG.  I'm

surprised dead people aren't stacked up like cordwood.  Never in a million years would I consent to such a thing.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

people have been made stupid AND ignorant by intent, using fake schools and real poisons    B. Russell "diet and injections" 1952

the bad guys control and/or beneQt from the paper fake money that covers the planet
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Human Ivermectin is effectively taken off the market this week. Getting a prescription is nearly impossible since a doctor's job is at

stake. Some pharmacies will not sell it.  eg Amazon took it off their site this week. Merck, who developed ivermectin which is now

generic, is working on a new product, funded with tax $, with similar properties.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Ivermectin came in 3 boxes, one chocolate, one strawberry and another vanilla with their picture on the box which would you

choose for yourself? I don't believe it would make a difference since Ivermectin is Ivermectin no matter how it is packaged. I

know of places where pure Ivermectin is sold by one gallon, or 5 gallons of liquid to be given by many different size injection

needles to Qt the need of what it is being given to. Zoos use it and an Elephant would take a different amount and needle than a

small dog.  Same with humans, to save your life it shouldn't matter how it is packaged as your body doesn't care, it just wants

some Ivermectin. Maybe a club or neighborhood could buy a gallon of liquid although it requires a prescription from some doctor

or vet, (hint, hint) which you can get but those that sell it for humans only are out of it. Don't be hard headed, get some anyway

you can and keep it on a shelf just for safetys sake!
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we can keep half of the people from getting vaccinated things might only get half as bad here as they are in Israel right now! Oh my

God what a disaster! If we had the same numbers that they do adjusted for our population things would be worse now than they ever

were!
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jahwind
Joined On 9/8/2021 6:16:06 AM
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Of course the full effects will not be known for months and years but of course will be covered up as quickly as possible denied lied.

The Salk polio vaccine was cultured on live monkey kidney tissue. It was contaminated with SIV, cytomegalovirus and usually with

hepatitis. It needed to be deactivated so they used Formaldehyde. It hurt. Polio vaccines are still made the same way to this day on

monkey kidney tissue. However with the advent of vaccine derived polio virus they are ineffective. Pharma is desperately trying to gain

authorization for a mRNA vaccine against the vaccine derived polio virus.
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lin2618
Joined On 10/5/2014 8:56:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EVERYBODY WANTS TO GET BACK TO NORMAL WHEN NORMAL IS WHAT GOT US WHERE WE'RE AT TODAY.
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boardmem8
Joined On 3/10/2014 5:24:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the best, easiest for lay-people to understand, article I’ve read yet explaining the situation we are facing with the covid vaccines.

I am going to try hard to get my family and friends to read this in hopes of giving them the info they need to either stay strong against

the vaccines and/or take no more.
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After the Apollo 1 Qre that killed 3 astronauts,  Gene Kranz said this.   "Not one of us stood up and said, ‘Dammit, stop!’ I don’t know

what Thompson’s committee will Qnd as the cause, but I know what I Qnd. We are the cause! We were not ready! We did not do our job.

We were rolling the dice, hoping that things would come together by launch day, when in our hearts we knew it would take a miracle. We

were pushing the schedule and betting that the Cape would slip before we did."    At least today we can claim countless people said

"Dammit stop!"  The problem is only a few in the government are listening, and even fewer are speaking out.
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MagnumOpus
Joined On 3/12/2014 4:33:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello DJT,   From the empirical info on this page about vaccine complications:

www.medscape.com/sites/public/covid-19/vaccine-insights/how-concerned-..   It is clear that folks are seeing EBV activation and

re-activation.   They are also likely be be plagued with out of control mycoplasma infections. What that basically means is these mRNA

pseudo or fake vaccine do is shut down cellular lysosome functions.    And they push for 100% of the US to have their cellular lysosome

functions shut down as that is what they need to pretend that lysosome functions never existed.

If they can pull that off----they all don't get executed for cover up on lysosome immune functions that made the Rockefeller AMA and

Big Pharma all rich via racketeering. Lysosome shut down also happens from high deuterium and was a part of the kill Castro CIA New

Orleans Project with Dr. Alton Oschner and Harold Urey.   They cooked up a potentiated SV-40 cancer virus that would then kill Castro

with cancer.   It is the reason JFK was killed via USAEC Oak Ridge.   LHO came to USAEC Oak Ridge to learn deuterium triggered cancer

methods and LHO was a JFK agent.   JFK learned the kill the lysosome methods that made Rockefeller medicine rich via Racketeering

around hide the lysosome cellular immune functions that Fauci is so known for doing per HIV.

Doing all that forced vaccine deals with every kind of extortion tactic is against Nuremberg Code and that is more than enough to go

with Death Penalty deals with Military Tribunal Justice System reclaiming the US from Communist domination type criminals. Regards,

Jim Phelps,  Deuterium Sciences of the Creator Gods and Jesus--
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHERE ARE THE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES GETTING THEIR INFORMATION? The CDC and others do not have agents in every clinic,

test site and hospital.  The best they COULD do is, rely on what those clinics, hospitals and test sites report. However, the

aforementioned sites DO NOT use other than PCR tests in all cases, and those PCR tests do not distinguish from iu or covid. Aside the

millions of false infections reported out of improper testing of the swabs, it remains it is not even certain the tests will not show the

contamination from the shots as being covid.   It is very probable many of the symptoms alleged to be covid symptoms are reactions to

the shots. Clearly, many of the stats being tossed around are made up, to promote a very proQtable agenda.
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TrishMc
Joined On 4/13/2010 9:55:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, and all those involved in bringing this excellent interview forward!  Dr. McCullough has perfect pitch, perfect

ethos, logos, and pathos.  He is one of many doctors to play this censorship chess game, but he is the best player I have seen so far.  I

know many think Dr. Malone has one foot in hell, but just remember for the message to get out, they have to play this chess game

perfectly!
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WE ARE NOT A DEMONACRACY, contrary to the common assertions of the likes of Dementia Joe, Peloser, the Bushes and all the other

scum. Rather, we are a republic. In our republic, individual liberties are to be paramount. It is to that which the likes of Creepy Joe and

all the others took an oath. On that oath, JOE cannot make law. That is a combining of two or more branches, which is deQned as

tyranny, and an overthrow of lawful government. That our other agents are doing nothing about this equates to ratiQcation of these

tyrannical acts and those agents should be treated as co-conspirators.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This blackout of any mention of tried-and-true remedies to Vanquish a virus and reattain good health is stunning! So much for the

Internet being a Treasure Trove of free information, allowing a person to understand things from different angles. I am just hoping

because this concerted effort to suppress information is so complete and total that when it collapses it will collapse in a major way!
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is I think inevitable that much of this must end up in court by people and costly legally unless much of the homework, evidence and

strategies are already available for those affected. Since much of the iaws in the pro-vac argument will be the same no matter what

country you live in the counter arguments, studies, logic and reasoning will be applicable and should be duplicated. A central advisory

source would cut down much of the homework and legal cost.
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Trevor2522
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:31:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The speaker above is brainwashed into believing viruses actually exist as non-exosomal infective particles.   Covid, and viral theory, is

false and a hoax, ever since the electron microscope allegedly identiQed them in 1932.   Any observed sickness emanates from the

usual suspects of malnutrition, chemical poisoning and wireless-frequency effects.   Australians are total drongos to put up with their

government's illegal dictats.   Check out your Max Igan on Bitchute, cobbers.   Do not cooperate.   Support the truckers to block

highways.   Do not serve government okcials in shops or okces.   THIS IS WAR!  Any signiQcant observed climate changes are caused

by the cabal's chemtrails, HAARP and Milankovich insolation.   Man is NOT a factor.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Must be several Judus getting their Silver Pieces ...Is like watching a train wreck ....or mass terrorism and people like to see their

demise ....Wake Up ....Wake The F*** UP ....
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tal7696
Joined On 6/28/2020 4:24:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Always grateful for providing us with so useful information! Thank you, Dr. Mercola
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.thecountersignal.com/news/watch-keean-bexte-blasts-trudeau-questio..  WATCH: Keean Bexte blasts Trudeau, questions his

hiding CCP documents (please scroll down for the vid). This is typical behaviour for Trudeau.  Keean used to be with Rebel News and

Counter Signal is his own company.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The governments made the decision to make the jabs and roll out the jabs. The ones who didn't  are no more.  In many places, all

around the world, the cures of Ivermectin and HCQS have been SUPPRESSED.  Bill Gates has  our medicine regulation arm MHRA, under

his monetary power.  Could many people be BRIBED and have SHARES in the tests and shots?  Could there be something to do with

Qnances and the WEF and the UN who have had an Agenda for a long time? Could it be to do with the global warming farce and us

breathing out and creating CO2? The UK wants its NHS bed blockers and the elderly bumped off. They are resenting paying out the

lowest pensions in Europe and resenting paying for nursing home fees but their spending otherwise is frivolous.  

We had a lot of brainwashing re global warming and people in places of power with a funded group called COMMON PURPOSE, with a

lot of funding possibly through Soros, earlier this century.  It went through local and county councils AND nationally and through our

political parties. .   This group Perhaps the deaths being so acceptable is because people think the earth is  dying from CO2. A lot of

people just do not like having a large global population but some really seem to be concerned re the CO2 farce.   There are a LOT of

national and GLOBAL NGOs funded by big players like Soros and gates and the WEF, bankers and obtaining government funding and

enjoying charitable status.  They are like secret MAFIAs or masonic societies, with corruption and Qnancial corruption and setting

agendas.  As its members or their members do very well and also have social links with one another, they are not in a hurry to work out

how evil the society is. There is also a measure of blackmail involved with these groups, they like having leverage.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But there are those who seem to be blind to the truth, willing to go down the path of destruction because they believe what they are told,

willing to go to the slaughter like a iock of sheep following the Judas goat.  My friend is one of those, refuses to even listen to anything

I might say, says she prefers to listen to science.
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. McC0llough, you and many other doctors are totally right. But, as I have mentioned several times before, this is NOT about health,

science, justice, law, expert advice, reasoning, or any other thing. I think It is about CONTROL and money.  This is a totalitarism, left or

right it does not mater.  Example.  Australia and I think is coming very soon in other democracies like US or CR
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Really!
Joined On 4/27/2019 12:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RandyFast - The clip you posted is so powerful that I hope you won't mind my posting it again. It's under 5 minutes long. My only

question at this point is when does this madness end? rumble.com/vm8glv-ethics-professor-threatened-with-dismissal-for-refus..
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its the vaccines that have pushed the variants. Listen to a PHD expert virologist Geert Vanden Bossche, who creates vaccines and

worked at the Bill Gates foundation, if you cannot watch the whole thing start at 39 minutes to show what has happened to the immune

system of vaccinated people. What a disaster. thehighwire.com/.../a-coming-covid-catastrophe
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ArtiQcial Intelligence is putting out fake news.  Remember a year ago you could type any number into google and an article would come

up with that exact number that died from covid.
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Jul6276
Joined On 6/16/2017 12:37:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone else think that they are mandating the vaccine to cover up the vast differences in health between the vaxxed and the

unvaxxed? If everyone is vaxxed, or a vast majority, then they can just claim that 'diseases' are increasing and they won't be attributable

to the vaccines. If they have no unvaxxed, then they have no 'control group'.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no vaccine for 5G
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love the inventiveness of Americans. How we can fool people by slight of hand. I think of the movie "Fried Green Tomatoes" and the

preacher in court being sworn in to tell the truth and said he wanted to use his own book to put his hand on. Everyone thought it was his

Bible. After he lied in court and was believed by the jury some knew what that book really was. Great Southern move to accomplish his

goal of winning while looking like he was losing.  Pols in the future will not be accurate at all since inventiveness to avoid craziness and

harm to ones self and family will be done everywhere in the USA and probably the world.
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SaucySue
Joined On 6/15/2012 8:33:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have to recognize that for every vaccine and every vaccinated person, someone will die. Much like the iu people died despite the

vaccine. Virus mutate and that is a given but, if we do our best to protect as many as possible, then the pandemic will disappear

although it might continue much like iu season or other.
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden and all that support him are guilty of, at the very least, coercion! The legal deQnition of coercion from Find Law website: "The

broad deQnition of coercion is "the use of express or implied threats of violence or reprisal (as discharge from employment) or other

intimidating behavior that puts a person in immediate fear of the consequences in order to compel that person to act against his or her

will." Actual violence, threats of violence, or other acts of pressure may constitute coercion if they're used to subvert an individual's free

will or consent. In legal terms, it's often said that someone who's been coerced was acting under duress. In fact, "duress" and "coercion"

are often interchanged. Black's Law Dictionary deQnes duress as "any unlawful threat or coercion used... to induce another to act [or to

refrain from acting] in a manner [they] otherwise would not [or would].""
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mammywitch
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Not that any of these tyrannists would EVER be interested in the LEGALITIES of anything!
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are forgetting how inventive people are. Best way to get what you want is with an obedient smile.  I expect more volunteers to give

the shots increasing very quickly and who has taken the shot becoming blurred even if all have the paperwork showing they have taken

it.  It'll become amazing how many still full injection bottles are in the garbage. Wonder if anyone will check to see from outside the

neighborhood?  It might be the one vaxxed the most will be Waste Management.  Playing screw, screw, works both ways I heard.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

VAERS vastly undercounts deaths.  worldyturnings.blog/.../nuremberg-code
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccine that caused the Spanish iu was the deadliest so far, but this could surpass it.
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Spanish iu was outbreak of Iniuenza.  Not caused by vaccine.
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farmercist
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It was NOT contagious. It was also a time when radar started to blanket the Earth.  Sounds familiar to today's issues.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are teenage children getting the same JABS as adults? Could their higher metabolism be causing adverse effects?  After the jabs,

should they REST a lot instead of racing around like teenagers?
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Mrs.Crump
Joined On 9/10/2021 8:01:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of the deaths potentially due to the vaccine appear to have been recorded as heart attacks or a preexisting disease, so I believe

the vaccine death toll provided is inaccurate.  I know a person who received the vaccine, mid 30’s and very healthy, three days later died

from a “heart attack”.  I feel very strongly that the vaccine was the contributor, yet this case will be documented as a “heart attack”.  It is

not the I feel his death wasn’t caused by a heart attack, but I believe the contributor was the vaccine and this is being ignored or swept

under the carpet.  No, I am not a doctor or scientist but I have common sense and do my best to view everything with an open mind.  I

do, however second guess myself and wonder am I the only person who sees a correlation in this young man’s death?  Then I remind

myself, this is not new, if the CDC and FDA were protecting us our food supply, vaccines, medicines, etc. would be quite different!  I just

Qnd it all so very disturbing.  Great article, good points and thank you.
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Years.....a lengthy allotment of time to dispel a global reset...or embrace one. Society will choose by it's reactions.   For better or for

worse.  You are a participant.
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Darzoum: Agreed. I am so sad but nearly alone in my sadness. What to do? None in my acquaintance will organize with me. Who will?
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I’m in BC but please remember we have each other. I’m sad you feel lonely. Please email me if you ever need to just vent…

chiamiller1@gmail.com
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It has been fascinating to watch these  doctors and scientists who have been so entrenched in the system undergo this "awakening."

 Dr. McCullough kept saying, "Something is wrong!" Now he is speaking out with such courage.  I just love him! That Dr. Malone is great,

too. I wonder if this will lead to them having  epiphanies about the childhood vaccination schedule.  Dr. McCullough, it is much, much

worse than you ever imagined! By the way, I have so far been unable to righten my proQle picture.
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The pharmaceutical companies developing these vaccines are genius. Instead of making vaccines to attack the virus, they made them

to Qght the spike protein. Since this doesn't impede the spreading of the virus, everybody "must" be vaccinated. They know this will

cause the spike protein portion to mutate, so they can create new vaccines that everybody "must" get to Qght the mutated spike protein.

Pure genius.
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What is distressing is to see even many doctors who just don't see through this. There is a Qrestorm in their brain, fueled by the emotion

of seeing or hearing about ICU cases, which takes over and distorts the overall picture in their mind. Emotional thinking is not rational

thinking. So they tout the vaccines, denying the reality of breakthrough cases. They even admit that the vaccines don't support the

immunity against the illness for very long, yet they seem to think that they are The Saving Grace. The power of emotions driving the

brain! Wow.

"You are not listening to the main scientists" they say. Darned right! Don't trust them even one weeny tiny bit, no way! Who in their right

mind (including doctors, sorry) would trust Anybody who funded gain of function research? I listen to the real scientists based on what

makes sense on the level of *physiology*, and that they are sticking their necks out, a sign that they care, are brave and have something

very important to say. Those are the ones I listen to. To censor them is a sign of weakness, of having something to hide. Agendas

confessed!

then again I have seen many doctors who see right through it and think it's all over exaggerated. There are both camps. Thank

goodness many are thinking rationally instead of emotionally. I think with time, as the picture shifts in society when more truth comes

out, these doctors will then Qnd the courage to speak out. As for the fog lifting, I think it will take time but as before, having seen denial

breaking many-a-time, I think that with unfortunate and criminally-iniicted pain and suffering, it will be the direct cause of the

awakening movement. ANd it already is, many lawsuits see below! What do *You* dear readers, think will be the wake up call and the

hope for the future? Please post about the hope on this thread, thank you! Hope spawns proactivity, depression governs the masses.

Let us be realistic, but let us also be part of the solution! Thank you all.
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Lawsuits USA wide and worldwide! Even the US Attorney General is on our side with regard to freedom to refuse experimental

vaccines and this being forced on us is unconstitutional! See here

duckduckgo.com/?q=german+lawyer+sues+the+world+over+corona+virus&i..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Peter Mcullough what are you saying to vaccinate older people with something that doesn’t work,is toxic and especially so for

weakened immune systems of elderly.Why would you advocate this to anyone,especially elderly or sick?Get out of your trance on

that....go full hog and say it is iat out bad for everyone,don’t play lukewarm diplomatic,otherwise your truly a courageous man.
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They need to get rid of the ‘useless eaters, as Kissinger affectionately labeled so many..the incredible men and women who have

lived long enough to know history and recognize what is now happening.. They can start with a clean slate of the younger,

brainwashed masses with their graphene Qlled brains ready to be synced with 5G to obey.
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StarPowerVitD
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Vaccine science, which has been settled science for over 80 years, is now in the realm of religion. The govt wants you to have faith in

the ‘science’ vs reading and understanding the science. Covid ‘vaccines’ are not vaccines; they don’t confer longterm protection, they

manipulate the spike protein pathogen not the immune system and they don’t really work.
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Joined On 10/30/2010 3:00:15 PM
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This interview is extremely clear and Dr McCollough is an excellent speaker, and his sincerity and expertise show through. A transcript

of his interview would be a priority. Please, please supply!!
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The interview will be posted on the Journeyman Pictures YT channel; the previous ones were, they are numbered.
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The CDC Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, MMWR, published May 28, 2021 for the period ending April 30, 2021

(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8158893  ) reported 10,262 breakthrough cases among the fully vaccinated. 10% were hospitalized and

160 (2%) died. That mortality rate is four times the reported overall mortality rate across all age groups. A 10% hospitalization rate, if

applied to the 42+ Million suspected cases in the US would equate to a staggering 4,200,000 hospitalizations. The report noted that the

numbers of breakthrough infections is likely “vastly underestimated” due to the voluntary nature of the reporting system. Keep in mind,

this is just a little over three months into the vaccination campaign. The CDC concludes this report by stating that these data support

the safety and ekcacy of the COVID vaccines.
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It’s a voodoo vaccine program on a pandemic scale. No logic and skew the numbers to keep the falsehood up. It’s all unvaccinated

problem-not! Tyranny
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The most important takeaway from this Journeyman Pictures interview with McCullough, see timestamp 48:06: the FDA-EUA vax

companies are NOT adjusting the "booster" for the new variants, including "delta". I experienced this observation in my own blood-kin, a

sibling says to me: "I trust Fauci". She doesn't know anything about him, AND is not interested in Qnding out anything. People I

considered intelligent friends are behaving similarly...What's going on here? Dr. Peter McCullough, the most thorough clariQer of this

C19 scare, suggests it's a TRANCE in the form of mass HYPNOSIS. The hypnosis is aggravated via the "Trusted News Initiative" in the

US, and similar in the UK.

On CNN: Dr. Leana Wen, the archetypal evil stepmother of vaccines, now at GW Univ in Washington DC, is one of the smiling-hypnotized

MDs. Her motherly voice is deceptive, there's nothing motherly about her. She's vaccine-hypnotized. Here's a better solution: Dr. Robert

Malone suggests emphasis on repurposed drugs. Note the date on the vid: 2017! www.youtube.com/watch
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Right? 24/7 news watchers are out of their minds scared, even intelligent people - they don't see it.  Humans are the enemy,

unvax'd are the enemy, the vaccinated shedding variants the vaccine won't 'keep them safe from' are NOT the enemy?  What

what? And re Fauci, what would anyone trust him for?  Paid off by Gates ...  35+MIllion dead of AIDS under his drug AZT, more$$

... he couldn't give a damn about the public.  I have so many choice words for these people. Arrg. Repurposing antivirals, and Dr.

Bhakdi's blood research... if you're immune, you're immune.  Isn't that like 99% of the population?  I wish Biden didn't pray to the

almighty vaccine to save people.   It's utter nonsense to harm the body to get it better.   They're not even trying to solve this

logically.
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beyond our wildest dreams:like an ian ieming james bond novel wherein an evil madman (dr no goldQnger et al)or steven king novel of

the same ilk plots to take over the world but unfortunately its real!Have you Dr Mercola contacted any of our elected okcials rand paul

etc that have shown some courage to actually attempt to invoke our constitutional rights in these matters and get any of the seemingly

"Big Pharm" monetarily driven sources of main stream media to actually publish and report the actual double blind science in these

matters? seems to me thats our only hope and can you publish that actual double blind study done by those courageous doctors done

at that houston texas hospital sowing the results of their study where they treated covid patients with ivermectin high dose vitamin c

vitamin D3 zinc etc and the irrefutable (scientiQcally)results? Id love to be able to forward that SCIENCE as opposed to the shocking and

downright innacurate and WRONG science we hear from any and all sources of criminally negligent main stream media? thanks
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Not again.  Keep on hearing of hospitals, goverments and now "MEDICAL BOARDS" hunting down doctors who deviate from the

narrative. This "boards" are pieces of wood with stetoscopes hanging on them OR doctors who could not make it in the medical Qeld

and became just simply beaurocrats who have names, addresses and managed to acquire POLITICAL power?
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What’s behind it? More to the point: Who is behind it? We know something about that, and it goes far deeper than disease and medicine.

Bill Gates is using his wealth and iniuence to support a far more powerful Western Qnancial cartel in their Great Reset plan. "Creative

destruction" of the economy and control of the masses are components of their hubristic scheme to escape impending ruin due to

massive insolvent debt and the inevitable catastrophic worldwide crash that will result in their complete loss of ownership. That is why

even leaders of the West’s ‘adversaries’ such as Putin in Russia have been cooperating with the mass vaccination and other public

health directives and the propaganda supporting them. These monsters behind the scenes are desperate to achieve broad public

acceptance in the face of mounting opposition, so they are resorting to MaQa-like and Gestapo-like tactics wherever the authorities are

willing to enforce their use, thus reaching the epitome of class war. Absolute power corrupts absolutely, as history repeatedly has

shown.
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BillGates +UN Agenda21 in making. Stupid masses believe their corrupted criminal governments. Being un-educated, ignoring

everything else except general media, people are playing the Russian Roulette. Hundreds of thousands of people are getting very

serious health issues, (listed in this article) including blood clots. Obviously the media knows very little about terrible side effects. But

the "media" is these same useless idiots who got the jab and the result of their vaccinations are beginning to expose their mortal

dangers ? WHO yesterday gave an "order" to halt killer "booster" shots. Maybe WHO begins to fear the game is too much overboard ?
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www.headsupster.com/forumthread  Maybe now we are being vindicated
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HeadsUpster has no credibility. Who is Fast Eddy? We don't know. There are better sources to cite
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Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps they are vindicated, but they should cite sources, if they wish that what they upload is not questioned. It is what is

convenient and on which there is agreement. Is not more. We are not fortune tellers!
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM
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As you say ... so far ... that is until today ... ! We understand that Trump and his new Vice President take charge on 9/11 ... tomorrow!

We also understand that Quantum Financial System is fully in place denying the criminals in suits access to their money ...even

billionaires  and trillionaires ... potentially bankrupt! Starlink will soon take over all media and internet censoring will cease as will

agenda drivers ( CNN has this morning vanished from the TV screens  in UK) !

Expect Emergency broadcasts , internet shutdown whilst changeover is fully activated ... and above all half a million arrests so far ...will

rapidly increase ! Gates is being dealt with , Fauci is already found out and will be gone ...will there be a Hollywood in future ... they

seem to have vanished? There are never dates set ....but very soon ....! PS .... did you know that Hunter Biden was arrested at Dulles

Airport after returning from Dubai by private plane ? he was with two young girls both under 14 ,all 3 allegedly having dikculty walking

and with a suitcase full of cocaine! He is now charged and awaiting tribunal ...with evidence alleging that both he and his father raped a

13 year old girl and then murdered her ....could get interesting!
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Sharing this: No, COVID-19 in Anti-Vaxxers Does Not Make Me Happy Paul Sax in Medscape. High-proQle people who deny the

seriousness of COVID-19, or strongly oppose vaccination, also contract — and sometimes succumb — to the disease. Surprise, surprise.

The list is long, but recently has included a group of well known conservative radio hosts. Broadcaster Marc Bernier from Daytona

Beach, Florida, died of COVID-19 recently. Bernier called himself “Mr. Anti-Vax”, so it follows logically that he was not shy about

expressing his opinions. His last statement on social media compared government advice that people get vaccinated to Nazism. He

was dead less than a month later.

This week, Joe Rogan, a famous podcaster who explicitly discouraged vaccination among young healthy people, announced that he has

the disease. Unlike Bernier, Joe Rogan is recovering (at least as of his last communication). For treatment of COVID-19, he “threw the

kitchen sink at it.” While we might think that someone who refuses vaccination would take the same “natural” approach to therapy —

allowing the body’s healing processes to save him without exogenous help — think again. He received monoclonal antibodies (a good

move), ivermectin (shrugs), azithromycin (doesn’t work), prednisone (can make mild COVID-19 worse), an “NAC drip” (huh?) and a

“vitamin drip” (available now pretty much everywhere).

Best V.I.P. treatment that money can buy! But for the record, our taxpayer dollars are paying for the one thing that probably helped, the

monoclonals. What I Qnd fascinating about these cases of COVID-19 in disease-deniers and anti-vaxxers is our response — as a society

in general and as ID doctors in particular. If one reads the comments on line or on social media, here are some of the common

attitudes: •Anger. They got what they deserve. •Glee. Schadenfreude in its purest form. •What a waste. It’s unfair they take up limited

resources for treatment. •Natural selection. It’s Darwinian evolution playing
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I feel your happiness in your ah ha celebration of what you deem facts; but the iip side of this perspective is an 180.  You know

for a fact their cause of death because you performed the autopsy .. There is no such thing in the world population as

assassination. Even in your mind you deemed them enemies of the state, hence elimination was needed, right. From what you

radiate, my only hope is that you and all your crowd are fully vaccinated. But, on another thought, you were able to express more

than 10 words coherently, I would guess your a paid agency operative trying to attack from within. Had you Qnished more than an

8th grade level, you might have been able to acquire more than just an agency position. Dropped at birth, it happens.
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They pick out a handful of vocal anti-Covid 'vaccine' people and make an example of them. The number of people who have died

as a direct result of this 'vaccine' or still died from Covid is much, much greater.
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mikecp: “Surprise, surprise”. Are you ashamed of yourself for using such language about the deaths and ilnesses of folks with

whom you disagree? Sad!
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rebvio1
Joined On 1/13/2010 9:07:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know how to forward or save this video. (or is there a link from another platform?) Fantastic interview. I have many

colleagues, family members that need to view this Qlm.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 4:36:25 AM
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rebvio1
Joined On 1/13/2010 9:07:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just realized that the video link is under References. #2

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 6:33:03 AM
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mtebor
Joined On 9/10/2021 2:25:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

is this interview available elsewhere?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 2:26:16 PM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

see the opening credits for that info

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 3:38:51 PM
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The link is second under sources and resources.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 3:44:20 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

capoprimo
Joined On 3/23/2021 6:02:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm still asking the same question, why is there little if any therapeutic search for this virus?  Is it because it's a Flu Virus like the one

we've been Qghting for the past several decades, or one of slightly more strength?  Is there an answer out there somewhere?  What do

you think?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 11:53:34 AM
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can a laboratory manipulated (gain-of-function) virus okcially named SARS-Cov2 be called a completely new virus for the purpose of a

politically motivated criminal conspiracy ?  This is my question because Covid-19 has never been okcially isolated as an actual virus;

novel or otherwise.  The connection between SARS-Cov2  and what is being called Covid-19 is known. The Delta variant is okcially and

scientiQcally named SARS-CoV-2 B.1.617.2 (Delta) Variant making my opinion that Covid-19 is a politically motivated criminal

conspiracy hoax most probably correct.  There is no effective vaccine against SARS-Cov2, important note I say vaccine not

"gene-therapy,  but the fatality rate for SARS-Cov2 is .02% meaning the recovery rate is 99.98%.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 10:10:28 AM
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kabm
Joined On 4/14/2007 6:00:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where does the JJ vaccine fall on the risk spectrum?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 7:55:27 AM
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islander129
Joined On 1/17/2017 6:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great video---except for the g.d. music at the end. Why do these producers ruin a perfectly good interview by adding music---loud

music! I've seen so many excellent rinterviews ruined by someone adding music and making it hard to hear the actual speaker. Plus, it

is very very distracting. . I went to my window to see if someone on the street was playing loudly. Then I realized it was suddenly

coming from the video! WTF? NO MUSIC. HOLD THE MUSIC. JUST LISTEN TO THE SPEECH. WE DON'T NEED LOUSY MUSIC TO DROWN

OUT THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF MCCULLOUGH'S WHOLE INTERVIEW. Please, remove the terrible music. Other than that, great

interview that I hope someone will put up on Bitchute or Rumble.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 8:51:38 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

tdmartinson
Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s all good to talk about all this but I think an important thing is what should we do to prepare in case we do get it vaccinated or

unvaccinated, that is my fear. I need a list of things I can actually do or get in case I get covid not things I can’t get like Ivermectin or

anything that needs a prescription which doctors won’t give.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/10/2021 10:18:20 AM
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